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TITLE . . Biokinetic Rehabilitation of Scoliosis Subjects 

by 

DAN GROBLER 

SUPERVISOR . . 
DEPARTMENT : Human Movement Science 

DEGREE M.A. (Phys Ed) 

Of back problems experienced in adolescence, scoliosis is the 

m01;;t:. fl-e~qur::lnt:. (BI-ac!fol-d Q.t ........ .::1.1, 1<787; La.ncal-d--Dusek l?t ....• ~l . " 

:I. 9<71. ) • Several studies have been conducted to determine the 

effect of exercise on back pain. The results indicated that 

certain regimes are more successful than others. 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether 

corrective exercise programme, which was intensively .nd 

aggressively applied, wi 11 have pos.itive ef·fIN:t:. 

~dolescent sceliosis subjects. 

The subjects were divided, randomly, into a control and 

rehabilitation group. The rehabilitation group followed an 

eight week programme comprising 24 sessions. Both group. were 

evaluated at session zero .(0) and session twenty four (24). 
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A t - t€!-st fm- homogeneity w.as done at day zel-o, between the two 

groups for the variables V3 to VB. The results indicated 

homogeneity (P ) 0.051. A paired t-test was done for group 

one; indicating that there was a meaningful difference in all 

except for st.anding height (P > 0,051. 

group two the test indicates a me.aningful difference for 

degrees, standing height and lateral flexion. 

A t-test at day 24 indicated a meaningful difference for 

degrees and -lateral flexion. This i ndicates that the group 

which had followed the programme had improved whilst tt,e 

control group had deteriorated. 
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TITEL : Biokinetika Rehabilitasie van Skoliose Pasiente 

STUDIELEIER 

DEPARTMENT 

. . 

dEH.,ll-

DAN GROBLER 

Men.like Bewegingskunde 

DEGREE : M.A. (L.O.) 

Van die rug probleme ondervind by jeugdiges, is skolios e die 

lTleE!~; vef.~lv\..\lrHg (Brad 'fon! ~":!; "." .. ~"~., 1987; Lanc:as- Dusek et ~ol. ~ 

1991 ) • Verskeie studies is reeds gedoen wat die effek van 

osfening op die rug Bv.lueer. Die resultate dui aan dat van 

die programma meer Buksesvol ia as Ander. 

Die doel van die studie was om te bepaal of ' n korrekti e we 

oefenings pr'ogl-am, wat intensief en aggresief toegepas is', , 'n 

positiewe effek op geringe adoles.ent skaliase individue aal 

Die individue was willekeurig ingedeel in 'n kontrole e n n 

rehabilitas i e groap. Die rehabilitasie groep het 'n agt wake 

rrogr.m gevolg van 24 seasies. Beide groepe was tydens ses sie 

nul en se •• ie 24 ge-evalueer. 
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'n Teets vir homogeniteit was gadaen by dag nul, tussen die 

twee groepe, vir die veranderlikes V3 tot VB. Die resultatR 

was homogeen (p) 0.05). ~ Gapaarde t-toets vir groep een hat 

aangedui dat daar 'n betekenisvolle verskil vir al d if?' 

veranderlikes was, behalwe staande lengte (p) 0.05). Vir 

groep twee was daar ~ betekenisvolle verskil in grade, ataande 

lengte en laterale flaks!e. 

'n T-tcets op dag 24 hat In betekenisvolle verskil vir lateralp 

flaksie aangedui. Oit dui aan dat die groep wat die program 

gavelg hat verbeter hat, terwyl die kontrole groep agtsruit 

gegaan het. 
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G..HA.P.T~R. .. J 

THE PROBLEM 

Net enough h •• been done concerning Biokinetic rehabilitation . 

A quick review of the term Biokinetics "improvement of life 

through movement", substantiates this argument. Functional or 

mechanical unsymmetrical back problems and the conservative 

19''71). 

Muc h, however, has been done on the conservative care of low 

back pain (McKenzie, 1981; Cal1iet, 1988; White and Panjab i , 

1990) but little specifically for unsymmetrical deformities of 

the s p i ne (Mo(~ and Bynl, 1987) . 

In a society where the emphasis is on maximum achievement and 

goal attainment, one can ill afford to be debilitated and bed 

stl-icken fOl- any lengthy pel- iod of time. This can be no t n .,e r· 

than for a achool child who cannot afford to miss classRs. 

11any of sc:ol iotir; can be consel-vat i Vt;~ 1 Y 

r e habilitated by following a construc tive program to cor r e ct 

the imbalancements. Bed rest should be avoided since atrophy 

may occur rapidly. Strict bed rest or maintaining a single 

position fOl- c::\ pl-olonged pel-im! must also be avoided as thi s 

pr"(Jmot e s back SpiiU::tm II Movements of the back t h 1- OlH;J 11 ,a pi"! i n 

fr"Elf:'! 1- .:\ n ~J f.! (l'f mt:lt:. io!') s5hclUId be [HlCOUI'"agec.1 (Blm.mt:. , 19'71; 

Harvey and Tann e r, 1991), Pope (1982) states that: 

•• , "back pain i lEi a nat.icmal , pel-sonal Sind clinical pl-oblem; 

national because it is experienced by most of the population 
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at the same time and is a strain on the nations resourc~s; 

parsonal because it can remain a major unresolved dilemma and 

clinical because not only is diagnosiS difficult, but methods 

(:If treatmf:.Hlt: ,:\I'"e c:anflic::tiTlI;,J and o·ft.en um-ewarding". (Pope, 

1982, p:L). 

Part of t.he problem in assessing treatment lies in the 

diagnosis (Morrison, 1983). One cannot implement the same 

remedy for all back pain, be it cervical, thoracic or lumbar. 

The problem confronting physicians, specialists, therapists 

and biokineticist is that a very high percentage of back 

I'''e l. ated literature is concentrated solely on the lumbar 

region, that is lordosis of the lumbosacral spine disc, 

tropism, degeneration, sacroiliac complications and so forth 

(Calliet, 1988; Beimon, 1983; Belesta and Bohlman, 1991). 

Research completed on thoracic and cervical s~inal problems 

must be more methodical and precise. Doran and Newell (1975) 

,,,nd CoxhE!,-ad et .......... !\\\J. (.t CYE31) cc::)mp,1i\I-ed tr"action, man.i.PLIl.at:i.nn, 

corsets and exercises, for back pain treatment, and concluded 

that no on. method was superior. What they did, hewever, 

upon is physiotherapy, secund 

rehabilitation procedure, Wall.i bene f ic i a I in short tE!l'"tTl 

This observation leads one to ask whether or nut, and to what 

extent, Biokinetics, a third phase rehabilitation procedure, 

.could benefit a back pain sufferer. It is in this area that 
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research. Porter (1986) stated that spinal structures are 

more subject to injury when fatigued. This statement being 

true, it is felt that if the musculo-skeletal system of the 

back can be strengthened, through Biokinetic procedures, the 

incidence of back injuries will be reduced. It must also he 

noted that the spine remains normal through the maintenance of 

a delicate and pr e carious balance. This balance depends on 

the precise functional status and dynamic symmetry. Scoliosis 

can result from either gross or delicate disruptions of the 

delicate balance (White and Panjabi, 1990; Fuller etal, 

1991 ) . 

, Ohe aim of this study was to rehabilitate scoliosis subjects 

conservatively as apposed to I-aclically. In tohis 

conservative versus radical refers to non-sUrgical versus 

sllrgical intervention. A definition of scoliosis, as defined 

by White and Panjahi, (1990) is accepted as : 

... "an appreciable lateral deviation in the normally straigtll 

vf"!I-tical l.i.nf:1 o of the ;;p.i.rH?". (Whit[~ and F'anjabi, 1990, p'7). 

Back problems in adolescence is of a high percentage when 

compared to any other ailments experienced (Meinert~ 1986; 

Bolesta and Schlemsn, 1991). Due to bad postural habits young 

imbalancements which result in structural malalignments. 
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These malalignments, in turn, become debilitating in various 

degrees, whicl, ultimately negatively influence the individuals 

0~:-:~~cut.ion C'J'f his daily tasks (Ni:lc::hemson, 1987; Hal-vey anel 

Tanner, 1991) . 

Of ttl. back problems B:-:perienc::ed in adolescence, scoliosis is 

the most fl- eql.lent (Loncal--Duc e k §1j:,_.r.,.J, 1989; Bogduk and Ameva, 

J 990) . The causes of sc::eliosis may either be structural or 

functional" Functional scoliosis prBsent. a curve that is 

always present, except when a correctional force is appl ied , 

such as active muscular strain by the patient. This curve .i.s 

maintained by musc::ular and gravitational forces. CC:lmp~~n S •. I t CI\,,' 'y' 

curve. are usually functional curves (Lancas- Duc::ek , 1989; 

StrlJctural curves, on the other hand, are rigid and cannot he 

corrected by a ct ive muscle forces due to vertebrae deformat i en 

(Whit. and Panjabi, 1990). Although structural scoliosis may 

arise from a muscle or skeletal deformity it is almost always 

treated surgically or medically (Seimon, 1988; White and 

Panjabi, 1990). Functional scoliosis on the other hand, 

direct result of the one aided habits concerning posture and 

movement (Schrecker , 1979; Seimon, 1988). The causes could be 

tHe carrying of a schoel bag in the same hand constantly, th8 

use of on. arm or a specific posture st.andil'll;:! 

:i.ncon-ectly any length c 'f 1979: 

H,3\"' Yf'Y iHlI:.I Tii:lTHIf.~\"· , 1991). Harvey and Tanner (1991), suggested 
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sudr.len t. 1- a.i. 1'1 i n~.! intensit.y increases, t.tnsuit.able 

equipment, improper technique and leg length inequality. 

Besides the psychological affects of scoliosis the physical 

affects are very obvious. The physical affects encompass leg 

length discrepancies, scapula protrusions, iliac crest slant, 

acromion slant, and impaired pulmonary function (Schrecker, 

1979; Rothman and Simoene, 1982), Leg length discrepancies 

cause an unequal transmission of forces across the spine. 

This is further complicated when an athlete or individual 

moves quickly and the stress transmitted through the spine is 

compounded by acceleration (Crisco, 1989 ; Harvey and Tanner, 

1991. ) • 

Fer these above mentionad physical reasons it is important to 

detect and rehabilitate scoliosis early or as close to the 

onset as possible. The orthodox treatment of scoliosis t.oday 

is by means of surgery or bracing (Drummond, 1991; White and 

Andel-son, 1991 ) • Both these can have 

psychological effect on the adolescent. with the added cosmetic 

disadvantage of surgery. 

It is ·f'!.'11'1.: 110wever·, that in cases where sLlI-gery is nat 

in ftmct ional cases, con-ect i ve, 

rehabilitation should be attempted. Scoliosis can have a very 

limiting affect on the individual thuB leading to various 

stages of withdrawal. By conservat.ively rehabilitating t.he 

condition through con~t.ructive exercises, we can also promote 

the importance of movem~nt and exercise in the execution of 

..... . 
~ .' .' t· . 
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rehabilitation should take the form of exercises, where 

specific muscles, ligaments and tendons are strengthened as 

well as improving their flexibility, so as to 

imbalancements which result from the previously ment.loned 

"fact.c))"-s (Fo)"-cl f:l'tm .. Ii!I.L, 1.98 i+; FIJll.!?)"- !!!.~; .... J:\\.l., 1.991), 

It is important to note that structural. rehabilitation does 

net begin and end with exercises alone; enlisting the paren!:s 

cooperation and support in the improvement of the causative 

Wi \:1·1 widespread school. screening programs for scoliosis, 

physicians ara becoming increasingly involved in the initial 

evaluation of patient~ witt, abnormal spinal curvature. The 

general orthopaedic surgeon will be familiar with many of the 

clinical concepts but many may be unaware of the role of the 

Blckineticist in treating and monitoring scoliosis, 

'·he ~ims of I:he study were as follows 

1. To determine whether a Biokinetic Rehabilitation 

program can ba beneficial as a means 6f scoliosis 

r·€,!h<~bi l.i.tat.i.(:lrl. 
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!Specific 

rehabilitation program is effective and .ufficj, ~nt 

over ~n eight week period. 

1 • 4 H,y'PQJHE;SES 

study: 

I. There 1s an improvement in the spinal scoliosis when 

following the eight week Biokinetic rehabilitation 

2. A period of eight weeks is sufficiently long to 

~.; c:: c:, ], i r.J sis 

corrective exercise. 

3. ,'here is an improvement in spinal scoliosis when 

following an eight week, conservative, Biokinetic 

rehabilitation program. 

ThE' follfJwil1~l t:f.H'minr.,logy is derived from the 

glossary of the Scoliosis Research Society from 1981 (De Smet, 

1. 9E:15) : 

1. Adolescent Scoliosis:,8coliosis appearing at or about the 
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onset of puberty and before maturity. 

2. Adult Scoliosis I Scoliosis of any etiology present 

after skeletal maturity. 

3. Muscle Atrophy Thi.s .i.f:S t.he wasting away o'f "H.\~5f.~ 1€1 

tissue due to immobilization of a 

body part, inactivity or 1055 of 

nerve sti.mulation (Westcott, 1983). 

Curve measurement (i) Sf: 1 e"ct the most caudal 

ver·tebl-al? whc)se .i. T'I 'f 1:.-1 roO .i. 0 roO 

f.~T'ldplab~!r:; 11 fts 1: (:) t. h f:? 

cC)T'l(:avity of the l7.UI-VE! and 

~~r'el:t: a peq:)endl.cL( 1 al- from 

th.is I~nclplat.e. 

( i.i ) the most aphalr.;\d 

whrJse 

endplate IHtlS t. (~) 

concav.ity of the curve and 

erect a perpendicular from 

thhl enclplate. 

( .ii. 1) value is 

number of degrees formed by 

of these perpendiculars. 
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Extension The angle of the joint enlarges. 

6. Flexion The angle of the joint diminishes. 

7. Functional curve A curve that has no strl.lct l..wal. 

component. 

8. Muscle Hypertrophy It:. .1.c.::> th~-:! 1- esl.l I t of an i.nC:I"·'"as[~ 

in t.he» si.ze (and not the l"1I..HTI b e r' ) 

of .i nd i. v i.due11 muscle f i.bn'.!5 

resulting in an enlarged muscl e 

o r group of muscles. 

'l " Idiopathic Scoliosis A scoliosis of unknown etiology. 

10. Infantile Idiopathic Scoliosis An idiopath.ic: 

scoliosis appec?H· ing 

befon~ the skeletal 

age of three years. 

11. Infantile Scoliosis f:3r.: C) 1 .1. O!;;;.1. s devf~ 1 op.i ng in 

first three years of life. 

l 2. Juvenile Scoliosis Sc oli.r.H3 i.s developing 

tha onset of puberty. 
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13, Major Curve the 1al"'ger" (t1!st) CLIl'"VI'l (s) , 

usually structural, 

14. Minor curve Designa.tes the smaller(est) curve(s). 

15. Myopathic scoliosis Scaliasis owing to a. muscular 

16. Range of motion The degrees through which a body 

segment ca.n move, about a pivotal 

t:\H.i.S. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Scoliosis refers to a lateral curvature of the spine. a may 

be secondary to a short leg~ or standing in a tilted posture. 

if the SLlbjE!C::t 'finds th~\t this allf?V.iat.es pain. If e;c i,;~t: .i.r:: 

pain is aggravated by bending to one side, the patient wj.Il 

reflexly stand flexed the other way. This is known as ~ciatlc 

scoliosis. There may well be no reflex spasm due to pain, but 

instead a leg length discrepancy. This will reflect a true 

scoliosis, usually of long standing duration. Fuller' €!t . ",l 

(1991) indicated that nen scoliotic subjects tended to be more 

flexible in their trunks than scoliotics. 

Idiopathic scoliosis, which represents eighty five to ninety 

percent of scoliosis caseS, occurs in nor~ally healthy 

It may, however, be hereditary (Moe and Byrd, 1987; 

White and Panjabi, 1990). 

In scoliosis there is a considerable deformation within a 

given vertebrae. There nlay be a long pedicle on the one side 

and a short pedicle on the other side, The transverse process 

may be asymmetrical in their spatial orientation. The spinous 

precess may be deformed and bent out of the midline. The 

laminae anrl vertebrae bodies are asymmetrical (De Smet, 1985), 
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Loncar-Dusek ,t al (1991) in his ~tudy of growth velocity 

versus the onset of idiopathic scoliosis, noted that girl. 

with scoliosis tended to be taller than girls of the sarna age 

whe did not have scoliosis. His study group concentrat8d on 

followed their growth fer three years and discovered that the 

number of subject. with sceliesis tripled. He also observed 

that scoliotic subjects grew faster and that the prevalRnc8 of 

the onset of scoliosis was the highest during puberty. A 

possible cause could be that the paraspinous tissues do not 

grow at the same rate as bone resulting in tight lumbodorual 

fascia and tlamstrings stressing the spine unilaterally or nen 

l.Inil.ater·ally (Yal-om .:mel RCJbin E.lj; .............. €Ll, 1979) • Gil'" 115 \'-the 

developed sceliesis from a previously normal posture shewed a 

pfU:lk height qn:lwtt, clf f3. 1 em P~?I- yea)'" compared to the 7.1 cm 

in the girls who maintained a normal posture. This r'!~st::~al"'C:h 

is consistant with that of Willner (1979) anel Nachemson (1987) 

who stated that apart from genetic factors, greater body 

heil;)ilt is i:~ ~:;l.gnif:1,f;i:Hlt r"i~;1:: fac:tol- on the development of 

5(::01 iolr.;.i.s, 

Numerous clinical stUdies have been conducted to determine the 

cC':\US(?,s ~~)'f sec) l.im-sis. The theories investigated were 

nr~U\-ologic:al dysfunc:tiIJT1 (Bar'\"'acl:: ~.:!:;._ ...... !l1\ .. l, 1984) , 

must.agmus r"er:;;pc)ns:;f.~ (Sahlr:.tr"ancl §!j:; ........... ~.1, J,978) and de'fir .. ~iE!nci"~~;; 

.in pr"C'Jpr".i.m:ept,ion (Yekutiel e.t .......... §A . .l, .. , 1981). Thel-a was, hClwE~ver', 

no conclusive evidence that any of these factors causes 

idiopathic scoliosis. 
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A further form of scoliosis~ rotoscoliosis~ causes structural 

malalignment of two adjacent deformed °rh j o ~'; 

condition is termed spinal tropism and is usually found in thA 

lumb";\l" al-ea L5- 81 01- 1.4-L5 (Calliet~ 1988; White iE.t.""Aol~ :1990) . 

Normal functional mechanics is impaired when the facets of tho 

vertebrae are off centre. During flexion and extension the 

concave aspect of the curve becomes the point of rotation, 

thus increasing torque forcE'S and eventual locking. 

evidently l-edLlces the spinal range of motion (Bradford ~L?.1.., 

19E17; Call.iet, :L988). 

A new experimental direction has been to induce imbalance in 

the neuromuscular and osseous ligamentous structures of the 

Bpine in experimental animals. The reasoning is that tl,e 

imbalancements resulting in a scoliotic pattern may be sought 

as a potential etiologic factor in idiopathic scoliosis The 

presumption, then, is that weakness of a st~ucture on the 

convex side of the curve or an over activity of its antagonist 

on the concave side may be the cause of scoliosis (Michels.on, 

j 9(5) • 

The HeLltr.~r -Volkmann 's law is based on a trad.itional thecwy 

which suggest that increased pre •• ure across an epiphyseal 

grcwth plat • .inhibits growth, whereas a decreased pressure 

across the plate tends to accelerate growth. This theOl-Y 

being true purports that the epiphyseal plates on the concave 

side of the curve have abnmrmally high pressures~ decreasing 
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growth, whereas the pressures on the convex side are less. 

accelerating growth (Volkman, 1962). Work by Stillwell (1962) 

en monkeys supports this hypothesis. 

The above mentioned are but a few variation of scoliosis and 

their associated limitations. It would now be appropriate to 

examine the Anatomy, Kinematics and Biomechanics of the spina 

and the various techniques in dealing with and rehabilitating 

scoliosis. The methods of treatment are many, ranging from 

exercise to various forms of drug inducement, 

bracing, stimUlation and relaxation. 

spine t' c" , -, S5 t r'l .. lc t.1.ll- E! with main biomechanir~al 

'functions: 

it transfers forces and bending moments of the head 

and trunk to the pelvis; 

it allows for sufficient movement between t.he head, 

trunk and pelvis; and 

it protects the delicate spinal cord from forces, 

and movements produced by trauma (Ogilvie and 

Milli.u·, 1.983). 

The 33 vertebrae (7 cervical, 12 thoraciC, 5 lumbar, 5 sacral 
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and 4 coccygeal) articulate with each other through a complex 

series of jOints, ligaments and levers. Stability is alsc 

supplied by the rib cage and a highly developed, dynamic 

neuromuscular control system (Luttgens and Wells, 1982, Muore, 

1. 985) • 

In the frontal plane, the spine is straight and symmetrical. 

There may be a slight thoracic curve to the right which is 

thought to be due to either the aorta or dominance of the 

right hand, In the latel-al plane thel-e are fOUI- '- nor'mal 

curves. The curves are convex anteriorly in the cervical and 

1 L.lInb a r' region (lordosis) and concave anteriorly in the 

thoracic and sacral region (kyphosis). The mechanical basis 

for the curves is to provide flexibility, improve shock 

absorption and to maintain stability at the intervertebral 

2.2.1 

2.2.1.1 Functional anatomy 

The intervertebral disc constitutes eo - 33 K of the height of 

the vertebral column. Along with the facet joints it is 

responsible for carrying all the compressive loading to which 

t.he t.n.mk .i.~s subject:ed (Hirc:h, 1(,51+; Pan.ad ~_t. .. _ ... ~J., It 

distinct s tructures namely the nucleus 

pulposus, annulus fibrosis and the catrilaginous end plates. 
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The nucleus pulposus is a structure compo5ed of a translucent 

fine network of fibrea that lie in a mucoprotein 

containing various mucopolysaccharides. In t.he thO)" ac ic 

region it is centrally located in the disc. In the lumbar and 

cervical regiens it is more posterior and lies at the junctien 

of the middle and posterior thirds of the disc. I n (:: 1"'<;) s S 

siction it fills 30 - 50 K of the total disc area. The water 

content of the disc varies from 70 - 90 K and is highest at 

birth but decreases steadily with age. The size of the disc 

as well as its capacity to swell is greater in the cervical 

and lumbar regions • (lysell, 1969; Panagiotacopulos et ai, 

.I. 907) . 

Annulus fibresus 

of connective tissue fibres. The annulus fibrosus gradually 

becomes more differentiated from the centre to the periphery. 

The laminated bands are composed of fibres which run in the 

same direction in a band. The bands are all orientated at 30 0 

to the horizontal but adjacent bands are orientated at 90 0 to 

8ach other (Fig 1). The fibres are attached directly to the 

osseous tissue of the cartilaginous end plate and are called 
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Sharpey's fibres (luttgens and Wells, 198d; Brinckmann, 1986', 

Cartilaginous end plate 

The cartilaginous and plate is composed of hyaline cartilage. 

l.i.t.t Ie . i.s known about the end plat!? • 

(Brunnstcrm, 1966; Brinckmann, 1986', 

2.2.1.2 Biomechanics of the intervertebral disc 

Th~? disc eHhibits specific biomechanical 

characteristics which depend on : 

the type of force applied (compressive, tensile, 

torsion or shear forces); and 

the inherent bicmechanical properties of the disc 

1'.,11 .':I>t a t .i em , 

Special techniques are used to document these characteristics 
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1. Compressive forces 

The intervertebral disc has been subjected to compression 

forces using in vitro models such as applying compressive 

loads to a vertebra-disc-vertebra specimen. Load deformation 

curves have been used to document the biomechanical behaviour 

of tIle disc (Anderson and Shultz, 1979, Brown §.:L_~J._, 1957). 

The major biomechanical characteristics of the intervertebral 

the load deformation curve is sigmoid (indicating 

that the disc is flexible at low loads and becomes 

stiffer at high loads); 

ver'y high loads cause plastic defor-mat iCln 

(permanent) but no disc herniation occurs (even when 

a posterior longitudinal incision is made in th~ 

annulus fibrosus; 

during compression loading to failure the first 

structure to break i s the vertebral end plate and 

not the disc (earlier and more extensive cellapse 

occurs in csteoporotic vertebrae); 

using discography it was demonstrated that nucleus 

pulpcSUD herniation occurs into that vertebral body 

in the above mentioned type of failure; and 

c:entl'''al c:ompl~es~i;j:ve loacUn~] results in disc: bul~,I.i.n~J 
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in all directions and not only posterolatera1ly 

1986) • 

simulation studies (Zorab, 1974) have also been 

to predict the compressive load behaviour of 

the intervertebral disc. The distribution of forces in the 

disc have been predicted for normal and degenerated discs. 

Thm predicted compressive lead transfer form one disc to the 

next in normal and degenerated discs are as follows 

Compression load transfer in a normal disc (Fig 2) : A central 

compressive load applied to a normal disc will result in 

increased pressure in the nucleus pulposus. 1 n the 8iH" 1 Y 

years of life «30 years) there is sufficient fluid for the 

disc to act like gelatinous mass (Virgin, 1951 and White at 

<\~, 1975). 

The increase in fluid pressure is distributed in all direction 

equally (Fig 2); the end plates are therefore pusheH up and 

the annular rings radially outward. The stress in all the 

fibres of the annulus is a tensile stress but the magnitude 

and direction of tensile stresses in the inner and outer 

annular rings differ. The stress in the outer lamina is 

predominantly circumferential (l.teral) whereas the tensile 

stress in the inner lamina is predominantly axial. Fluid 

the nucleus supports the inner lamina. 

(f.)\,,'.inckmii.lnn. P, 1986; Gl'''.i.eve G.P, 1(191). 
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Structure of the annulus fibrosus 

(Adapted from Cailliet R. 1985) 

ANNULAR 
FIlERS 

Compression load transfer in a normal disc 

(Adapted from Macnab et al. 1989) 

"Bursting" ---". 
fracture of :.,.....,~-'F'f:....:-~ 
vertebral 
body 

-C:;"".preISSMm clemp _ 
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Compression load transfer in a degenerated disc (Fig 3): In a 

degenerated disc the nucleus is dry and the load transfer 

characteristics change because there is no increased fluid 

pressure in ttle nucleus (Fig 3A). Greater compression is 

exhibited at the periphery resulting in an increase in axial 

stresses which are compfessive (Fig 38). In the inner layers 

of the annulus the axial compression stress increases and 

there is an additional compressive stress in the direction of 

2. Tensile forces 

Dur".i. ng f I filX il:ln " extension~ lateral flexion and retation 

movements of the spine the intervertebral disc is subjected to 

tension force. (Markolf, 1970). This causes tensile streB. 

within the disc. During bending the disc rotates about an 

axis of rotation, which divides the disc into a segment that 

is compressed and a segment that is subjected to tension (Fig 

4). Tensile stresses have been studied in two ways; sections 

of the disc have been cut in various directions (mapping of 

the disc) and subjected to tensile forces, or tensile forces 

have been applied to vertebra- disc- vertebra units. Tension 

deformation curves have been us ed during both these methods to 

study the biomechanical characteristics of the disc (Bradford 

e j: .... SlJ~ 1987, Wtlite .and Panjabi, 1990) 
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Fig 3 ' . Compression load transfer in a depressed disc 

(Adapted from White et al, 1990) 

_ TfHSILIITII!JJ 

- CO""OUSI~I nous 

Fig 4 Disc stress during bending 

(Adapted from White et al, 1990) 
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Results from studies in which the axial tensile strength of 

segments of the disc was determined, known as axial tensile 

strength maps, show that the anterior and posterior regions 

are stronger than the central and lateral regions ( Br" own f,1t 

al, 1957; White and Panjabi, 199(1) • Similar studies (Whito 

and Panjabi, 1990; Gilmore, 1986; Pope, 1982) have also been 

performed for forces directed in directions 

In t.hf.;)se studies telHiLi Ie strength was found to bE,) 

highest in a plane of 30° to the horizontal (Fig 5). Thh;; i!i; 

the same direction of the fibre orientation of the annulus. 

The disc is therefore a structure which is highly adapted to 

accommodate tensile stresses in specific directions (Markolf, 

1970; Gelante, 1973). 

In studies (Markolf, 1970; White and Panjabi, 1990) wher"e U'lI? 

tenltd.le of vertebra-disc-vertebra spec:imemli Wf,(!l'"e 

examined the disc was found to be less stiff in tension than 

compl-eSSl.Cm. This has been attributed to tHe increase in 

fluid pressures in the nucleus of the disc:. 

Computer Simulation of the affect of tensile stresses on the 

disc have not been performed. However, a model has been 

proposed where tensile stresses that are applied to ill disc are 

divided into twe components; ill normal stress which is parallel 

to the fibre orientation and the sheer stress is high but 

there is little provision to absorb the stress. The di,sc i.s 

therefore mere likely to fail when tensile forces rather than 

c:ompl'"€~ssi ve 'forces ilIr"e apl'! 3. ied to i. t (Elhagnal-a, 1988; Bl"Clwn I?)t 

a)", 198e). 
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The effects of tensile and compressive forces on the disc are 

best demonstrated by bending. During flexion, extension or 

lateral bending there will be a specific point of rotation in 

the disc known an the instantaneous axis of rotation (Fig 6). 

On the concave side of the bending compressive forces will act 

on the disc and miagn i t.ude of these for'cE!S will 

increase progressively from the centre to the periphery of the 

disc. Similarly, on the convex side the forces will be 

tensile and alBO increase pr"ogr"essi ve 1 y the centl'"l;~ 

4. Torsion forces 

The effect of applying a torsional or horizontal twisting 

force to the disc has been studied in vertebra-disc-vertebra 

Rotational 

forces applied to the disc generally resulted in failure of 

the disc rather than the vertebra or the end - plate. This 

occurred at about 15-20° retation in normal discs and earlier 

in degenerated discs. It must be noted that the magnitude of 

torsional forces are greatest in the area of the disc which is 

FcH" fan , 1973). 
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Fig 5·: Tensile strength and stiffness of disc areas (other 

than axial) 

(Adap~ed from White et ai, 1990). 

Furthermore, torsional (rotational forces are associated with 

shear stresses (perpendicular to the axis of the spine in a 

horizontal direction). These shear stresses are however not 

uniform by studying torsional forces alone does ·not provide 

sufficient information on the shear characteristics of the disc 

(Nemeth et aI, 1986j Panjabi et aI, 1988). 

5. Shear forces 

It has been shown that high shear forces (horizontal forces as 

in antero-posterior and lateral directions) have to be applied 

to an intact disc before it will fail. This indicates that the 

disc is resistant to isolated shear forces (Nemeth et ai, 1986; 
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F'anjab.i. ~.t;"~.L 1988; Wh.ite and F'anjabi ~ 1990). 

6. Creep and relaxation 

and l'"elaxation are biomec:hanic:al 

visc:oelastic tissue. c:ompressive load~ 

l'"elaxation, a tensile load~ a 

deformation of the tissue that occurs if a static lead is 

applied (Hirsch and Nachemson~ 1954; Markolf and Merris, 

1974). The maximum deformation is reached after a specific 

time. Intervertebral disc:s react like viscoelastic tissue 

with respect to these characteristic:s. However~ degenerated 

discs do not exhibit the same characteristic:s and reach their 

maximum deformation much earlier. It is well documented that 

atl0ck attenuation is related to these viscoelastic: properties. 

The implic:ation is that degenerated discs have less shock 

absorbing c:apability than normal discs (White and Panjabi~ 

1990) • 

7. Hysteresis 

Hysteresis is a biomectlanical property that describes the 

ability of a tissue to absorb energy on repeated loading. 

Hysteresis has been observed in intervertebral discs and 

varies with respec:t to the following 

Age : It:. .is highest in the YOLll1gel- pClpU I at icm ,,:Il1d 

decreases with age. 
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Level of the vertebra It has been observed that 

lower thoracic and upper lumbar vertebrae exhibit 

less hysteres is than the lower lumbar vertebrae. 

Typ(·~ of load.i.ng Repetitive loading 

progressive loss of this characteristic in vertebras 

implying that ti'1is 'fol-m of loading increases thE! 

risk of disc disease. In repetitive loading s uch as 

running, spinal shrinkage has been shown after 

exercise (30 min of running at different speeds). 

The degree of shrinkage was also related to running 

The greater the speed the mon? the 

shd.nkage. 1951; Kelsey and Hardy, 1975; 

White and Panjabi, 1990). 

8. Fatigue tolerance 

Fatigue tolerance refers to the resistance of tissue to fail 

under repetitive loading. There is very little known about 

this property in intervertebral diBcs. A fatigue test on a 

disc showed that if a constant small axial load is applied to 

a disc and repetitive flexion to 50 is then applied, failure 

occurs in the disc after about 1000 cycles. This indicates 

that the fatigue life of a disc in vitro is low. This 

information is not available in vivo (CriSCO, 1~89; White and 

P.HUabi, .t990). 
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Fiq 6 The affect of extension and flexion on disc bending 

(Adcli\pted from White ~1 ..... _!1l_1, 1975). 

6" FLEXION " EXTENSION 

9. Intradiscal pressure 

The measurement of intradiscal pressure provides dln~l:t 

information en the pressure in the nuclear pulposus of the 

d.i.sc. It is performed by inserting a very thin ,gauge needle 

with a pressure transducer at the tip into the nucleus 

pulposus of the disc (Nachemson gL-.&, 1964; White and 

F'anjabi, 1990) . The intradiscal pressure can be recorded 

during in vitro and in vivo. It has been recorded in a 

variety of postures and movements. The disc pressure during 

these movements and postures are usually expressed as a 
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percentage of tha disc pressure during standing or in abs~lute 

vallI!?. A summary of the disc pressures recorded in such 

studies are depicted in Fig 7 (Anderson and Shultz, 1989). 

The major findings using this technique are : 

a compressive stress pl-esent .i.n thff.! 

unloaded state due to the posterior elements of tha 

This i. termed the pre-stresD and 15 

present even in supine lying; 

intradiscal pressure can increase from the valua in 

standing by flexion during standing (50H), sitting 

( '+OH) , flexion in sitting (85 H), and holding 

weights (120 H during standing and 175 H during 

sit.t.i.n~l) (Fi.~.l 7A); 

positions such as standing on one leg, 

flexion, coughing, straining, laughing and extension 

can increase the disc pressure by 15-50H (Fig 78); 

specific exercises can increase the disc pressure by 

30 .". :I. 1 0 H; 

the position of lying supine with the hips flexed, 

knee. flexed and the feet supported on a chair 

decreases the disc pressure to a value almost as low 
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as lying supine (Kirkaldy-Will, 1983; Anderson and 

Mc Neill, 1988). 

The seven l i gaments of the spi.ne collectively provide 

stability to the spine while simultaneously 

pl,ysiolo(].i.cal mrNement in the st.:\"I .. l(::t:.t.(l~e, Fig 8 O(eim !7~t ... ~q, 

1982; White and Panjabi, 1990) • The ligament of the spine 

have several functions: 

they bind the vertebral units together thereby providing 

stability; 

prote(:t the spinal co\'"d by contl~o11ing the limits (:;)f t:.hr·~ 

spinal motion; and 

they govern the spatial motion of each vertebral segment 

in conjunction with the posterior facet orientation. 

(Dickson and Bradford, 1984). 

2.2.2.1 Anterior longitudinal ligament 

(i) Anatomy 

This is a fibrous tissue structure which originates from the 

base of the occiput and is attached to the atlas, anterior 

surfaces of all the vertebFal bodies, and the sacrum. The 
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Fig 7 A: Pressure Loads on Disk L3 
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(Adapted from Anderson et al. 1989) 
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Fig 7B: Relative change in pressure in the third lumbar disc 

in various maneuvers 

(Adapted from Macnab et al. 1989) 
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attachment to the vertebral bodies is firmer than 

"Ii: t,~chment to t.h!1! d i~sr.:. «(:11'" .i.l;lve~ G. P., 1. 991) • 

It is also wider at the badies rather than at the disc. 'rhis 

ligament is alaa narrower and thicker in the thoracic region 

(Arutynow, 1962; Dickson and Arther, 1987). 

(ii) Biomechanics 

The anterior longitudinal ligament will be deformed if there 

is separation of the vertebral bodies anteriorly during 

extension movements or if there is anterior bulging of the 

disc during flexion movement (Hansson and Bjerkreim, 19f:30 ; 

In addition tt,ere may be torsional stress in this ligament in 

rotational movements 1;:)1 th€~ sp i ne. The biomeci'1ian iea I 

characteristics of this ligament are age dependant. Advancing 

age is associated with a decrease in the res~ing force, the 

failure stress and the extension at Fln<~IJ.y, 

dlsruption of this 11gament is likely only with rotational 

forces rather than tensile forces (extension movemE!T'd:.s) 

(Tkazuk 1968; Whlte and Panjabi, 1990). 

2.2.2.2 Posterior longitudinal ligament 

(i) Anatomy 

The posterior longitudinal ligament originates from the base 

of the occiput, covers the·dens and transverse ligament, and 
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then runs ever the posterior surfaces of the vertebral bodies 

down to the ccccyx. Differences between the anterior and 

posterior ligament are the posterior ligament is wider at 

the disc level and narrower at the body and its connection 

with the disc is stronger than in the anterior ligament 

(Dickson and Sevitt, 1982; White and Panjabi, 1990). 

(ii) Biomechanics 

The biomechanics of the anterior and posterior longitudinal 

ligaments are similar ex c ept that the posterior ligament has: 

a higher pre-tension than the anterior ligament due to 

the fact that its centre of gravity is further away from 

the centre of the vertebrae; and 

a lower failure load than the anterior lig~ment (Bradford 

~.:!; .... !;\J, 1987; Wh:i.t€~ and F'anjabi, 1990). 

2.2.2.3 Intertransverse ligaments 

(1) Anatomy 

The intertransverse ligaments pass between the transverse 

processes in the thoracic region. They are characterized as 

rounded cords and have connections with deep muscles (Chazal 
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et ... !l\.l~ 1985; White !lc!j:; .. sJ, 1990). 

(ii) Biomechanics 

The biomechanical characteristics of these ligaments are not 

.well described but are likely to have high tensile stresses in 

rotational and flexion movements due to the long lever arms. 

(Cha;~el §.t_.SJ..!1 1985; White and Panjabi, 1.990). 

2.2.2.4 Capsular ligaments 

(1) Anatomy 

The capsular ligaments are attached to the margins of the 

articular facets and run in a direction which is perpendicular 

to the plane of the facet. They are shorter and more taut in 

the thoracic and lumbar regions than in the cervical regiens 

(Ii) Biomechanics 

The capsul ar" ligaments dUI~ ing f le:<ion 

movements of the cervical spine. In the thoracolumbar regien 

the ligaments al-e stl-etched dLll-ing axial loading (Prasad eJ: 

.~.J. , 1974; Panjabi ~J: ....... f1,.1, 198'+). 
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2.2.2.5 Ligaments flavum 

(i) Anatomy 

These ligaments are composed of. large amount of elastic 

fibres (the most pure elastic tissue in the body). They 

extended from the antero-inferior border of the lamina above 

to the postern- superior border of the lamina below. They 

connect the lamina of the second cervical vertebra to the 

lamina of the first sacral vertebra. They are thickes~in the 

thon':lcic I-egion ,lnd al-e yellow in COlOLll-. (Cha:.::al et; .. _!l!I_l.., 1985; 

(ii) Biomechanics 

studies IH:lve been conducted to examine the 

characteristics of this ligament. It has been shown that 

thel-e h; a ~;;i9nific':;\1"lt pr·e-·str·ess in this ligament wh.ir.;h i!5 

higher than the anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments. 

The reason for t l,is is s peculat i ve but the following have been 

pr' opClsecl : 

tha t protrusion of the ligament into the spinal 

canal is prevented during full flexion; 

that thi s t091"thE!l- wi t h the high elasticity eJ'f t he:? 

ligament prevents impingement of the spinal curd in 

rapid full flexion; and 
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that this provides stability to the spine in the 

I.mloaded stat(~ (Ct,azal f;1.i; ........ ~.1, 1985; Goel and Njl .. I!f:'" 

1986; White and Panjabi, 1990), 

2.2.2.6 Interspinous ligaments 

(i) Anatomy 

The interspinous ligaments connect the spinous processes of 

adjacent spines. These ligaments are broad and thick~n the 

lumbar region, narrow and elongated in the thoracic region and 

not well developed in the cervical region (Dickson and Sevitt, 

1982; White and Panjabi, 1990). 

( .i..i.) Biomechanics 

There are very few reports on the biomechanical properties of 

these ligaments. In one study it was documented that the 

tension in these ligaments increased with progressive flexion 

( 511 ver, 195'+). 

2.2.2.7 Supraspinous ligaments 

(i) Anatomy 

"his ligament originates in the ligamentum nachae and connects 

all the tips of the spinous processes of the vertebrae. It. is 
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round and slender except in the lumbar region where it is 

Duma!;; ~j;_ ...... ~l, 1987). 

(ii) Biomechanics 

The biomechanics of this ligament has not been studied and 

probably exhibits characteristics similar to that of the 

i.nten;;pi.nr.JUS li~jaments; (Cha?al fl.t. ..... "l\l, 19B5; r:ll'Jel and NjU<5, 

1986; Dl.HTlas lf?:~ ," ... 9.1, 1987; Wh ite and F'an j ab i, 199(1). 

2.2.3.1 Anatomy 

Vertebra consi.st of an anterior body and a posterior bony ring 

know as the neural arch. The body is a roughly cylindri c al 

mas s of cancellous bone surrounded by a thin shell of c ompact 

b o ne . The superior and inferior surfaces of the body a re 

slightly concave and are known as the vertebral end plates. 

The neural arch consists of two pediciles and two laminae. 

Seven processea arise from the neural arch (Grey anatomy, 

1981; Dickson and Savitt, 1982; White and F'anjabi, 1990). 'rhe 

ba sic shape of th e vertebrae d iffers from region to region in 

t.h e spine. The differences are related to the size and 

s hape of the ve r tebrae and are designed for differences in 
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FiO 8: Ligaments of tha Spina 

(Adapted from Anderson and Me Naill, 1988) 

1. n '~dd.i.tinn, d i. 'ff ar" .1 n to 

Accommodat. specific anatomical structures such as vertebral 

~r1: erieg in tIle cervical spine and articular facet. for rihs 

i.n tllf? t.hnr·,;;\c.i.c 5pinc;·~ (Hr"i:~c::I'fc:Jl"'c::I r.t; ..... ~J .. , :1.905; i:.~ nc.1 Wh.i. t c'.' !!:1n<:1 

Pallj,'l.bi, 1990) .. 

a I.~;CI Shi,:lpp<:1 i,ITI,:1 po~:;.i.t.i.c)nE.~('1 l:.o ia 110w S:ipeci·f.ic: mr"1v~~rnfant.(:,, i.TI 

nr" .i.fo:·'nti;:lt~:·!cl pr·.i.mi"r".i.ly in thr:~ vl:~r·t.:ici,,1 pJ.ii:ln€!. Fl'"om L.1. t.o Bl" 

s~ggital (L1/L2) to a frontal plane (LS/S!), This allows for 

movement mainly in th~ .aggital plane (extension and flexion) 
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and limits movement in the frontal and transverse planes 

(Dickson and Sevitt? 1982; Stranara and Dove, 

! 98t~ ) • 

2.2.3.2 Biomechanics 

(i) Vertebral body 

The biomechanical characteristics of the vertebral 

body that has received most attention has been the 

compreEsion Etrength. A number of factors appear to 

influence vertebral body compression strength. These 

a. Vertebral level = There is an increase in vertebral 

compression strength as the level progresses from 

cervical to thoracic and lumbar (Fig 9) ; 

b. Age = Vert.bral compression strengthdecre •• es witt, 

('. -. Bone density There is a direct relationship 

between bone density and compression strength (Bell 

§.t.<!;\J, 1.967; F'en-y, :l974; White and F'anjabi, 1990). 

(a) Cortical shell 

The aNial load en the vertebra is transmitted to the neNt 
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vertebra by both the articular facets and the body. The 

relative contribution of the cancellous bone and the cortical 

shall to this transmission has been studied. (Anclenason ,'and 

I'lc Ne ill, 1988; Mac Nab ~.t ... ~1 ~ 1990). 

It has been estimated that 45 75 Yo of the load is 

transmitted via the cortical shell. This larger variation is 

due to the effects of age and bone density. 

is also much stiffer than the cancellous bone (Bartley et.~l, 

1966; McBroom l?:t .... SlJ., 1.985). 

(b) Cancellous core 

'·he role of the cancellous bone in load transmission has also 

b~~en ~;tucj i€·?cJ, Cancellous bone contributes about 22 - 55 Yo of 

axial load transmission and again depends on age and bone 

dt-1flsity. In addition the presence of bone marrow in the 

cancellous bone contributes to shock absorptitin (Hayes and 

197/.:q EI.Il-ell e.t ... -<,:\l, 1982). The cancellous con!.! can bt"! 

regarded as a structure consisting of vertical trabeculae 

(vertical columns) extending between the two end plates and 

horizontal trabeculae which support the vertical trabeculae. 

The compressive strength of such a structure is directly 

proportional to the cross sectional area of the vertical 

columns and inversely proportional to the square of the 

unsuppor-ted J.t:m~Jth of the vertical columns (Euler '$ for-mula). 

Compr-essive strength will therefore decrease if ther-e is • 

decreased surface area or an increased unsupported length 
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Vertebral compression strength in the spine 

(Adapted from White et al. 1990) 
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of the vertical columns (Eurell and Caesarean, 1982; White and 

PC:lnjabi, 1990) 

The effects of osteoporosis and age on the structure of the 

cancelous bone have been documented (Tollison and Griegel, 

1989, James 1976). The "HH'lie~;t: changes in i.'~~J f~ f.,II"· e 

loss of horizontal trabeculae particularly in the central 

region of the vertebral body. Despite some compensatory but 

insufficient thickening c~'f the vertical trabeCUlae thE! 

structure therefore becomes weaker with age. In osteoporosis 

the decrea.e in osseous tissue results in both 10.. of 

vertical and horizontal trabeculae. 

This causes progressive weakening of the cancellous bene 

5t.n.lct.ur"f.? (Lindahl 1976; Keller" gt,.j;; .. "",,~.l, 1.989). 

(c) Vertebral end-plates 

It:. hi:~S alr'eady been lstated that a>:ial load.i.ng will r"esu1t in 

failure of the end plate (Nachemson, 1960; Anderson and 

f:k:hLIltz, :l97C~). Three failure patterns have been observed; 

central, peripheral and one involving the entire end plate. 

I\lon degenerated discs .::Ippear tC::l fail c€~ntrally while 

dmgenerated discs fail peripherally. The mechanism of failure 

tt,erefore differs. In normal vertebrae the central failure is 

au a result of incre~sed pressure in the nucleus pulpo~us. In 

degenerated discs the peripheral failure is due tc:) thl;~ 

transmission of the load to the next vertebra via the 

. periphery because the central area gives way due to loss of 
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fluid pressure in a degenerated disc (Brickmann and Horst, 

:1, 98~,5; Reuber" fZ?"t,~ _t, 1. 98:3) • 

2.2.3.3. Neural arch 

In most investigations the neural arch has been consid8red aa 

a unit and not as separate components. Furthermore, th~ 

methods elf i.~pply.i.ng thEi! l()i,;ld~; 1,."5 var"ied gr"eatly and tIH'~ 

r'esults CJ'f studie. are therefore eli ffic.:ul t tel c: omp i,l r" F! 

However, if studied as a single unit undergoing loading, mast 

'failLtl-es o'f the nelll-al. al-ch OCCLtl- in the pedicles (Miller e,:!;, 

~J" 1983; IIlhUe ."nd F'anjabi, :l990). 

Axial loads to the vertebra-dise-vertebra unit are transmitted 

by bath the disc.: and the facet joints. The n?lati.Ye 

contribution of the.e two .tructure. to load transmission has 

The relationship is complex but it has been 

established that only between 0 and 33 K of the load is 

transmitted through the facet joints in axial loading (Panjabi 

CCH1tr i.butions of disc, Ion g i huH n." 1 

li.gaments,facet joints and interspinous ligaments to torsional 

strength has also been investigated. In a study by Posner et 

~). (l. 9B2) t.he r"e 1.3.t .. i. VI.\'! (::r.mt.:l- ibut ir.JI'I!~ were doc:umented 

'f rJ 1. 1 (:lWS disc and twa longitudinal ligaments (45 K), 
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facet joints (45 X) and interspinous ligaments (10 X). 

Th':~ facet jc),i,nts alst) [H·cJvi.de sign.if icant stabi lit.y t.o t. h €.~ 

spine in ·fle)d.on movements. This has been shown ( 1'1 a c:: Nab at. 

~1~ 1990) with th!i.! r;tmt 1- ibut ion o'f the fi'ilcet joint!;; in 

cervical spine flexion injury. A flexion producing load of 80 

X body weight~ with the disc i'iInd longitudinal ligaments 

transected~ resulted in a 33 X increase in he))'" i zont a 1 

translation (compared to the intact spine). 

When the facets were transacted, the increase in horizontal 

translation was 140 X (White and Hirsch, 1971! Panjabi E.!.t:. ... §t, 

19n3) • 

Finally, facet orientation~ particularly in the lumbar spine~ 

also plays an important role in the development of back pain 

(Fi.u·fi.m and SLlllivan, 19(.:17; Ahmed ~.t ...... ii'Lt, 1988). 

2.2.4 

The ribs which join the spine to the sternum forms a 

cylindrical cavity, the thori'ilx (Moore, 1985; White 

Panjabi, 1990). The rib cage is protective to the spine for 

any force directed from anterior and li'ilteri'ill directions. 

provides stability to the spinE~ by add.it.it1ni~1 

around the costovertebral joints and by :Lt:~; 

inherent moment of inertia. The increased moment of .i. nil·) 1''' t. .1. ;,;1 
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Computer simulation studies have determined the biomechanicsl 

effects of the rib cage on stiffness properties of the spine 

during flexion, extension, lateral bending, axial rotation and 

axial compression. The stiffness properties of the spine were 

found to be greatly increased by the rib cage (Fig 10) 

( Sc h l.\ 1 t z ~.t. ..... '~.1, 1982). This was most marked for extension. 

rri addition the axial compression strength was increased four 

times by the presence of the rib cage. In all the above 

effects, the intact ring is important. All these effects were 

completely negated by the removal of the sternum (Fig 10) 

(Sc:hu 1 t z ~.t. .. __ C:ll, 1982). 

2.2.5 

The muscles of the spine are very important to 

(i) provide stability to the trunk; and 

(ii) to produce physiological movements of the trunk. 

They also play a role protecting the spine during trauma 

(Lucas and Brester, 1961; White and Panjabi, 1990). 

2.2.S.1 Anatomy 

The muscles of th~ spine can be divided into pre-vertebral 
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which is anterior to the spine and post-vertebral which ia 

posterior to the spine (Moore, 1982; White and Panjabi, 1990). 

The pre-vertebral muscles are the external oblique, internal 

oblique, transverses abdominous, which are dicumferential, and 

the abdomi nOLlls, which i c• -, only Othe)-

important pre-vertebral muscles that c:ontribLlte to 

biomechanics of the spine are quadratus lurnborurn and iliopsoas 

(Moore, 1982; White and Panjabi, 1990'. 

'fhe post-vertebral muscles can be divided into superficial, 

.i n t: En-med i at, e ,,,nd deep • The superficial muscles 

iliocostalis (lateral', longissimus, and spinalis (medical'. 

Collectively these are known as the erector spinae (Moore, 

1982; Wh.ite ~.L .. ~l., 1990). The intel-mediate muscles an! mon~ 

dit'fuse, but c;clrnponents have been identified. These mLlscle£; 

are attached to the transverse processes of the 1 r.1we\," 

vert~br.e and the spinous process of the vertebra above. In 

the different regions of the spine they are named as follows: 

multifidus (lumbosacral', semispinalis thoracis (thDr~cic), 

semispinals cervicis (cervical) and semispinaliS capitis (Cl) 

1974, Luttgens and Wells, 1982). The deep muscle 

consist of short muscles that are named according to the 

.tructure they connect:. They ani? as follows: 

(inter-spinales', tl-anSVe)-se pn:Jcesses 

(intertransversarii), transverse pl-ocess below to l..wl.in. 

tr'ansve!l-se pl-ocess to 

(levatores cost.rum) 
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The role of the rib cage in enchanging the overall 

stability of the spine (Adapted from White et a1, 

1990) . 

LIGAMENTOUS SPINE 
SPINE 

AND RIB CAGE 
SPINE AND RIB CAGE 
WITHOUT STERNUM 

1'10. to •• , I 1'- --. 

'. 
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(Williams ~.t ._~J, 1980; Mool-e 1982; White and Panjabi, 1990). 

2.2.5.2 Biomechanics 

The biomechanics of the muscles related to the spine have been 

studied mostly by documenting electromyographic activity 

during specific movements (Hill, 1983; Farfan, 1975; WhHI~ and 

Panjabi, 1990). 

(i) Standing and sitting 

In the relaxed standing position there is continuous 

activity of the longissimus dorsi and rotatorem muscle 

groups. Minimal muscle activity can be documented in 

some of the other muscle groups as follows; back muscles 

(to counteract flexion), abdominal muscles and psoas 

major (to counteract extension) (Asmussen and Klausan, 

1964, Nachemson, 1960; Anderson and Ortengren, 1974; 

White and Panjabi, 1990), 

In the unsupported sitting position the muscle actjvity 

in the lumbar region is similar to that observed in 

standirH,J . In thl:i! thor'acic I-egion back muscle activity 

was higher in sitting than in standing (Moore, J, 9B1.::' ; 

White and Panjabi, 1990). 
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f~OI"WcH·d "flexion i!; a comple:-: movement inv(Jlving both 

movement o"f the spine and the pelvis. The first 60 0 o"f 

movement generally occurs in the lumbar spine and is due 

to fle:-:ion of th e lumbar spine segments. This is 

followed by an additional 25 0 flexion of the hip joint. 

The musr:le EI'IG e:u:t.ivity clos~"!ly follows t.his patt.E?rn 

1965; Far"fan, 1975; White and P.njabi, 

1990). Initially the pelvis is locked as indicated by 

strong EMG activity o"f the gluteus maximums, gluteus 

medius and t he h a mstrings. With progressive fl e xion 

there is increas ing EMS activity of the erector spin e 

and superficial back muscles. This is to counteract the 

effect of the increasing bending moment due to gravity. 

At "full "flexion there is little or no EMG activity in 

these muscles, with the exception of iliocostalis and the 

ligaments provide the "force · to counteract the bending 

moment (Andel"SOn and Shultz, 1979; Schultz ~j: __ .§.\.1, 1985). 

( i.i .i.) Extension 

EMG activity of the back muscles during extenSion, 

without a load, occurs throughout the movement but. is 

predominant at. the beginning and at the end of the 

1990). Thf·~ 

abdominal muscles show progressively increasing activity 

as the movement. proceeds. E:-:tension of the trunk against 
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a load increases the EMS activity of the extensor muscles 

(Schultz ~j;"f,t~", 191:-35; Whitt~ and Panjabl~ 1990). 

(iv) Lateral flexion 

During lateral flexion there is increased EMG activity in 

both the ipsilateral and contralateral muscles (mostly on 

the ipsilateral side), If this movement is against 

resistance the EMG activity differs in the regions and 1s 

higher on the contralateral side in the lumbar regien so 

as to counteract lateral flexion~ and higher on the 

ipsilateral side in the thoracic region (Morris et ___ .t~ 

1963; Anderson and Shultz~ 1977, White and Panjabi, 

:L 990) , 

(iv) Axial rotation 

During axial rotation of the spine the followin9 

muscles were found to have increased EMG activity 

contralateral side (Rotatores~ multifidus), ipsilateral 

disc (erector spinae). In addition to abdominal muscles, 

the tens;or "fa5".ci,J lahu:1 and the cJluteus medius also show 

increased activity (Danish and 8asmajian, 

~J., 1986), 

The spinal cord~ spinal nerve roots, and their coverings are 
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located within the vertebral canal. The vertebral column 

provides a partially rigid and partially flexible axis for the 

body and a pivot for the head. Thus the vertebral column has 

an important role in posture~ in support of body weight, in 

locomotion~ and in protection of the spinal cord and spinal 

nerve roots (Moore, 1985; White aND Panjabi, 1990). The 

following important principals apply to the spinal cord: 

When stretched the spinal cord is initially very 

flexible if subjected to small tensile forcea. 

the length reaches a certain point the stiffness 

increases dramatically and a large force is required 

to stretch the cord further. 

During flexion the spinal cord is subjected to a 

tensile force. In this movement it unfolds in an 

accordion-like fashion. During flexion the spinal 

cord folds. 

The spinal cord is protected from traumatic forces 

by twa fluid filled spaces and three membranes. 

The dentate ligaments of the spinal cord provide 

additional protection and stability to the spinal 

cord (Moore~ 1985; Rausching, 1987; White and 

Panjabi, 1990). 
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2.2.7.1. Introduction 

The biomechanics of the movements in the spine is complex and 

differs in the spinal regions. The characteristics of the 

movements in eac h r egion of the spine will be discussed under 

the following headlines: 

""<'lnge of motion; 

coupling (refers to motion in which rotaticn of 

translation of a body about or along one axia is 

consistently associated with simultaneous rotation 

or translation about another axis) 

function of specific anatomic elements 

2.2.7.2 Cervical spine 

UpPE!!'" or" occipital-atlanta-axial complex and the l.rJwer' 

cel-vical sp1ne, Fig 11 (BI-adford !?i_al, 1987; Breig, 1978). 

(i) Range of motion 

In the upper cervical spine the following average ranges of 
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motion have been described 

Occipital-altantal joint 

flexion (So) and axial rotation (00
); 

Atlanta-axial joint fleHion (10 0
), 

flexion (0 0
) and aHial rotation 

1991). 

It is important to note that most of the axial rotation or the 

cervical spine occurs at the atlanto-aHial joint (Worth, 1985; 

C!.c\\\r"k stt;. .... _i~.l.. 1986, DVC)l-ak Q.t; ..•........ ~l. 1987; Wt,ite and F'an.iabi. 

1990) • In the lower cervical spine the average ranges of 

motion in degrees for the interspaces have also be described 

(Table 3.). Note that the predominant flexion/extension 

movements occur in the central region with the C5 - C6 

interspace being the predominant one. 

The upper region i. more predominant in lateral flexion Bnd 

axial rotation (Lysell, 1969; White and Hirsch, 1973; White 

am:1 Panjabi, .1.990), 

f:4YE~f:4~e; __ B~I'!G.I;!3_Qf __ .. .t!Q.y"e;.t1I;J'iI .. _tl)~J~B.e;~SJ .. "_gL_THE1,..9~EB.._ ..... c.:I;R.V. ~ C.AL 
$PINE 

• •• _'._ M ••• ••• 

I ntenip.:u::e Fl.e:.:/e:.:t . Lat fIe:.: . Axial '-CIt : . . 
C2 -" ("''':.\ ~3 10 9 J" 
C3 - Ci+ 13 11 11 · 
Ci+ - C5 12 11 12 
C5 - C6 17 8 10 
C6 - C7 16 7 9 
C7 ..... T1 9 i+ B 

(·'da )tecl 1'l'"om WI'" . te and P.an j ci\tl.L • 1990) • 
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F.i~J 11.: Cervical spine coupling 

(Adapted from White and Panjabi, 1990) 

LEFT 
LATERAL BENDING NEUTRAL 

In a summary the cervical spine 

RIGHT 
LATERAL BENDING 

range of movement 

r.:)\"~~dc:)m.i nant I y aH ia 1 I~otat .. ion and 'f 1 End. on leHtensi(:m . 

Iii) Coupling characteristics 

.i. ~;; 

'rhe coupling characteristics of the lower cervical spine are 

clinically important. In lataral bending th~re is associated 

aH1al rotation. The direction of the rotation is such that 

tl'l!f~ f.'pinoLls processes move towardm the conveH side of 

movement (Fig 11) (Ly~.ell, 1969; F'anjabi §,t,!?It, 1986). Thli! 

amount of axial rotation that occurs with lateral flexion is 

c.::d 1 ecl the coupling I~atio. At axial rCltaticll'1 

with each 3 0 of lateral flexion (coupling ratio of 

0.67). This ratio decreases from C2 to C7 (ratio of 0.1.3). 

"Ill.it:; c:oupling phenomenclI'1' is (::U.nic.ally important as 50mfi~ 

ratios may predispose to unilateral facet dislocation 
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Function of the anatomic elements 

The following functions are of importance I 

the developed attachments of the annulus are strong 

and t herefore very important in limiting hori zontal 

translation of the vertebrae; and 

the degree of flexion/extension is dictated to some 

extent by the height and antero-posterior (A- P) 

diameter of the disc. Greater height and smaller 

A-F' di a meter allow more motion (White !?J; ..... ~_l, 1975 81, 

.L 990) , 

2.2.7.3 Thoracic spine 

(i) Range of motion 

The average range of motion of the thoracic spine inter5paces 

is indicated in Table 2. It is important to note that 

flexion/extension movement increases and axial ,-ot.ation 

decreases from Tl to T12. Lateral flexion is constant but 

rat her limited in each segment (Gregersen and Lucas~ 19b7; 

White and Panj.bi~ 1990), 
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(ii) Coupling characteristics 

The coupling characteristics of lateral flexion and axial 

rotation as described for the cervical spine are similar in 

the thoracic spine. This coupling is strongest in the upper 

thoracic spine area (White, 

and F'anjabi, 1,990). 

(Ui) Functions of anatomic elements 

The following important function of specific anatomic elements 

in the thoracic spine need to be mentioned : 

extension is limited by the posterior elements 

(spinous processes and intervertebral joints); and 

axial rotation is most likely limited by the 

ligamentum flavum, the posterior lig~ments and the 

facet joint capsules and not the bony artiCUlation 

(Whit.E!, 1.969; White and Pc1l.njabi, 1990). 

2.2.7.4 Lumbar spine 

(i) Range of motion 

Table 3. The flexion/extension movement is predominant in the 

lumbar spine and the degree of flexion/extension increases 
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progressively from L1 to 81 (Lumsden and Morris, 1968; Pearcy, 

1985). There is a limited axial rotation and lateral flexion 

in the lumbar spine ex c ept the slight increased axial rota t ion 

in 1..5 - 81. It can also be noted that L4 - L5 and 1..5 - 81 

undergo the great est movement and bear the greatest loads. It 

is therefore net surprising that these regions are frequently 

invc)lved in dt;?qener'ative disease processes (Posne,- ~_t .... _ .... al, 

1982; Whit e and Panjabi, 1990). 

(i) Coupling characteristics 

The important c oupling mechan i sm in the lumbar spine is that 

lateral bending is associated with axial rotation as in the 

thoracic and cervical spines. However, the direction of the 

axial rotation is opposite to that in the other two regions. 

The direction of axial rotation in the lumbar spine is such 

that the spinous processes point in the same direction as the 

l a te,'" al flexion (Pea,- cy and Tib,- ewal, 1984; Panjabi fE.t _ .. _ i'l_ ~, 

.I. 'TE3t? ) • 

(i .i.i) Functions of anatomic ele'ments 

The main anatomical stn.u::tl..Il- es t.hat have a. specific funct .icm 

in lumbar spine movement. are the intervertebral joints. The 

in t F.H"ve,- teb,- a 1 joints limit aU·Ll.al ,-otation bLlt. allow 

flexion/extension movement. of the lumbar spine (Nacl1emson, 

1963; White a nd Pa.njab i , 1990). 
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2.2.7.5 Summary of the biomechanics of movement in the 

spinal regions 

Tt11? mid-c:el-vlc:al ~ lClwel- thoracic and speci'fically the lumb,'\\''' 

region provide most of the flexion/extension movement of the 

~;pine . Lateral flexion is non-specifically provided by all 

the regions with the exception of the lower cervical and lower 

lurnbM" nagions" 

(..)xial l-otation OCCLlrs mostly in ttH~ atlanto-occipital- j(:,int.. 

Th e cervical and upper thoracic regions also provide axial 

l-otation (Panjabi et _..9.,l~ 1989; White and Panjabi, 1990). 

Table 2 : 

Inter-space : Fle:,(/E>:t " Lat fie>: . Al-:ial Rot " " . " 

TJ. -- T2 4 6 9 
T2 - T3 it 6 8 , 
T3 - T4 it 6 8 

" 

T't - T5 't 6 8 
T5 -, T6 't 6 8 
T6 -- T7 5 6 8 
T7 -- T8 6 6 8 
T8 - T9 6 6 7 
"1"9 - TIO 6 "7 4 
TlO ,- T1.1 9 8 2 
T.l :I. -, TiE 12 9 2 
T.L2 - Ll 12 2 

(Adapted from Grieve~ 1991) 



 
 
 

T,'1b If.~ 3 : 

Intel-spaCE! . . 
L.l - L2 
L2 -- L3 
L3 - L4 
Lit - L5 
L5 - 81 

Fie:,: IE:,:t 

12 
1 i+ 
15 
17 
20 

., 
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. Lat 'flex . 
(:" 

6 
8 
6 
3 

(Adapted from Grieve, 1991) 

. Axial rot: . 
2 
2 
2 
2 
5 

Spinal bracing originated during the Middle Ages when tIle 

wealthy instructed armorens to mould metal corsets in an 

attempt to halt the progression of scoliosis (Keirn, 1982; 

.t 988) " In 1945 Dr Blount and Schmidt developed the 

11ilwaukee brace. The initial purpose of the brace was to 

prepare the way for surgery and to maintain the correction 

obtained by operation (Blount, 1972; Keirn, 1982; Stranara and 

DOVE? , 1988). 

,7:\1, • .1.976; DickSH.m ~t; , .... 9J, 198 i+; St,mqnan1l, 1988). 

of spinal orthotics is the application of forces in order to 

control the spine. Thl"! application of 'fOl-CElS, latend fOl"'C: ~,,!~3 

for scoliosis, alters the existing patterns of deformation a nd 

kinematics C)'f the spine (Bradford and Hensingel-, 

NachBmson, 1987;). The brace should provide a passive support 

to the spine and reduce the degree of curvature. It 
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shoulcl stimulate muscle i:H:ti.vit.y~ anel pel- mit fl-ee motion of 

the spine, allowing correction to occur (Blount~ 1972; Blount 

and Moe, J.980). 

The 11ilwaukee brace which is predominantly used in scoliosis 

treatment., comprises the following (1) a moulded pelvic 

9 inll e; (2) two posterior uprights; (3) a single anterior 

UpI'" i~.lht ; (4). comfortable fitting cervical ring; and (5) 

straps and pressure pads (Blount, 1972; Moe, 1973; Keirn ~t .. a~, 

1982; stranara and Dove, 1988). 

The most important factor to be considered when constructing a 

brace is growth potential. It is during the adolescent growth 

spurt that the greatest risk of curve progression occurs (Moe~ 

1973; Blount, and I"loe, 1.9BO; EI\-aef'ft~nf ru;:., .... !;\J .. , 1987). Anothel-

important indicator for treatment is the curve deviation anel 

its flexibility. The size anef shape of the rib deformity is 

,lI.1.sC) impol"'tant ,ou'; the laqler' the I"',ib de'fol"'m.ity the poor'el" the 

cosmetic appearance (Tanner, 1962; Blount, 1980; Bradford et 

"1.1, 1987) . 

Careful note must be taken.s to the placing of the pressure 

pads. For a lumbar curve, a pad is applied to the transverse 

process area above the iliac crest just over the apex of th~ 

For high thoracls curves involving the T1 to T5 

area, a ShclI.\ldel- I-ing is used (Blount, 1972; Clarke ~~ . .. al~ 

1. 971 ) • When initiating brace treatment it is necessary to 

apply an axillary sling to counteract the lateral thoracic pad 

forces (Blount, 1972; Dickson, 1984, White ~Lci.t, 1990). 
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is effective for mild to 

curvatures in th~ range of 20 - 40°. The reasoning is that 

the brace is used primarily to prevent enlarging of curves and 

not to correct larger curves into smaller curves (Moe and 

Kettleson, 1970). In 1970 Moe and Kettleson conducted a study 

(Moe and Kettle.on, 1970; James, 1976) of 228 major idiopathic 

curves in 169 subjects who I,ad completed their Milwaukee braea 

treatment and ware wearing the brace at night only. 

"hay concluded that after a medium total brace wearing time of 

34.3 months; (1) the best correction occurred within the first 

f'!5 months; (2) high thoracic curves gave the worst results; 

(3) the median loss for correction after brace removal wa. 1 X 

Gnd 5 X in thoracic and lumbar curves respectively; (4) 

cartain small curves treated in the Milwaukee brace shcwad 

little or no correction; and (5) deformities in soma young 

patients were kept from progressing (Moe and Kettleson, 1.970: 

Long term follow-up results have shewn 

that bracing would initially improve a curvature; but during a 

long term fellow-up the curve average was the same before and 

after treatment (Carr and Moe, 1980; Dickson, 1984). 

A trend has developed, in using the underarm, or Boston, br~ce 

fer treating idiep~thic scoliosis (Rothman and Bimoene, 1928; 

Ear·liEn· studies by Watts §!_1;_ .... _~_t, (1979) i:\\nd 

Bunnell and MacEwen (1980) found the brace to be most 

affective for flexible lumbar i:\\nd thoracolumbar curvatures of 

les!:!'. thiHl 40°. 1 .• aw·l1EHl ~l:t; ... : .. J'!.\1., (1983) conducted a study on 300 
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curves with an apex up to T7. They recommended a Boston brace 

Rothman and Simeone (1982) 

do warn that these braces may lead to chest wall deformity 

through decreased pulmonary function, if it is used fer 

tl10racic curvatures. 

Carr and Moe (1980) did a follow-up of seventy four patients 

after the cessation of wearing a brace. They concluded that 

after five ~ear$ the average correction for thoracic curves 

was two degrees and for thoracolumbar curves, four degrees. 

A higl1ly regan,il~d study on the Milwaukee and Boston braces was 

P Ell"'f o,~ mecl by I'li 11 el" ~.:t; "'. a. 1, (198 l+). They studied 250 females 

between the ages of 8 and 17. Their group was matched fer 

maturity and curve severity. One group was treated wIth 

eithe,- the 11ilwaLIkee m- the Boston bn:\ce, whilst the othr:~l" 

group was untreated. 'rhe results indicated that there was. 

slight, but not statisticallY significant, trend of lesa curve 

progression in the treated group. 

According to De Smet (1985) the effectiveness of braCing is 

measured according to three parameters. The first parameter 

is the curve reducticn in br~cing. He st~tes that curv~ 

reducticn has been signific~nt with both the Milw~uke. and 

80ston bl'"aces . Can- and 110., (1980) also noted that curve 

reduction is initially geod with bracing, with an average of 

30 - 50 X in curve aize. The second parameter is the 
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comparison of th~ pre- and poat bracing wearing curve size. A 

all to frequently the curve size settles back to that of the 

pre-brace mea.ur~. Ha.son and Bjerkeim (1983) found that the 

mean curve progression wa. two to three degrees per year for 

the first four years after treatment and a half to one degree 

per year after that. The third parameter is the completion of 

curve reducticn at the completion of brace therapy. Alth(;:)uqh 

the initial reduction ia l.rge~ there is usually 

subsequent increase in curve size during 

full-time bracing and wearing. The average curve reduction at 

the completion of brace therapy is 20 - 30 K (Edmonson and 

Mo\'''\'''is~ 197'7). 

Certain prerequisites such as • competent orthctist~ an 

experienced orthopaedic Burgeon, and experienced 

patient are required 

and complications of spinal orthoses is 

summarized in table 4. 
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TABLE i+ 

.I.. 

2" 

Resting of the spine 1. 
through substitution of 
th .. ! bl-ace of thE! 
actions of the muscles; 
(IvJoe §.:t" $I). ; ! 9'70) • 

Limits range of motion 2. 
tc the pain free range 
(,:/ i:~mf~s, J. 976) 

Protects the vital cord 3. 
and nfH" VEl r' tXJt s; 
immediately post 
suq:lery (White !i;!.!; .. "~.1, 
1990) . 

Miscellaneous effects 
(massage, heat, 
psychological placebo) 
(Nachemson, 1987). 

5. 

6. 

Complic:ations 

I f the pr"ev ious 
mentioned advantages 
are satisfied (Bradford 
§"t.._ .. S\.1, 1985). 

Contraindic:ated for 
C::l..ll'"ves above i+5 0 (/"Ioe, 
1973) • 

Contraindicated for 
skeletally mature 
individuals (Moe, 
1 c?73) • 

Contraindic:ated for 
patients with un
acceptable cosmetic: 
appeal- anc:e (SI- ad fOI-d Fo?t 
~11, 1 (~85) • 

Curve progression in 
10-15 X of all patients 
(Hasson ~_ .. !!1, 1983). 

Psychiatric: complica
tions due to adjustment 
and ac:c:eptanc:e (Aptera 
e\; .. S\"l, 1978). 

7. Skin irritatlon due to 
pl-essL.II-I!! sOl-es 
(Br'adfol-d §1j;"""~"1, 1. 9G~5) " 

1'"I'h~;~ pl"·.i.mal-y aim CJf s;;ur"f,JlC:i:~l f.~r"thr"r.jdesis 0" the spin~:~ .i.~; to 

promote a physiologic: stat. in the skeletal tissue that w.i.ll 
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l .. llt .. i.matf.~l.y l-E~sult.in bOTlE~ ·fc)l'''rnat.icln~ rniilt.l.\l-at.ion iilncl l"micm" 

(Rothman and Simeone, 1982), 

In 1891 Hibbs performed the first spinal fusion to immobilize 

and (:ontn11 the! spint~ (f<~".!im !E"t; ........ ~.l~ :1.982), Latel'", ln 191 t+, he 

performed the first scoliosis spinal fusion. His n;!f.~$;oning 

was that the curvature could be checked by fusing vertebrae 

together; as if trying to weld the links of a chain to 

immr.:lbiliz!i.! it (Keim ~t. ... i;i\J., 19E:1C:~), 

Dif.;;\:.l'"i':lCticH'l i .. !5 th~".! mClst sl"lpel- iOl- means by whic.h t.o c.Ol'"r!?ct 

severe lateral scollesis deformity (Harrington~ 1970; Wegner 

E~.:\:. .. <':IJ, 1970), Between 19t'19 and lCt6r~ Han-ington developed his 

instrumentation which comprised a distraction rod placed 01'1 

the concave side of the curve and a compreSSion devise which 

is applied to the convex side for the correction of scoliosis 

(Keim, 1982; Bradford, 1984). The Harrington distraction can 

,::Ici'lif.?ve 60 1. correction o'f the supple cl.lI'"ve·(Erwin fi1 .. t ..... al, 

1976) , It does, however have three disadvantages. Firstly, 

the distraction may worsen or flatten the sagittal contours 

through lack of rotation. S.!!r.:r.mdl.y, the system is r.ml.y 

i~tt:ached to the !!.;pinf.? <:It. t: Wc;) pel.ints, nam!:::ll y 

~;.i. t.f.~S at. ei the\'" of 

1. 987) • because it. '~; 

p,-.i.n(::iplf:? function is distraction, its ability to correct a 

(:ur"vf.? dependi:wt on bone'-metal 
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(Ulin and McGinnis, 1983). The advantages and disadvantages 

of the Harrington instrumentation are summarized in table 5. 

New advance~; i n eli s t l'"f.~ c: tooi. 0 n techniques have taken the 

Harrington ahart-comings into account. These techniques 

attempt to firstly correct scoliosis in the .agittal and axial 

planes and secondly improve the load sharing, which ia a 

weakness of the Harrington distraction. With the newer" 

segmental spinal instrumentation system (SSI) there 

multiple points of attachment to the spine (Drummond,- 1991). 

Most SSI systems provide two rods that are linked together 

which promotes load sharing and fusion protection. 

Two popular a81 systems which are preferred are the Luque 

(Dn.unmonel, 1991) ami I:lwyel- (Hsu ~"'!; ........... jLt, 1982) instruments.. A 

Luque rod is placed posteriorly along the left and right sides 

of the spill€~. Transverse forces are created by passing a wire 

under each lamina and by twisting the wire al-ound .i t!5 

respective rod. By securing the spine at multiple points the 

force is distributed acrosm multiple levels with resultant 

The Dwyer instrument.tion is excellent for correction and 

fixation of thoracolumbar and lumbar scoliosis. 

completely corrects lateral deviation and spinal rotation (Hau 
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TABLE :5 

Advantages 

1 • Preoperative correction 1. 
is mostly unnecessary; 

2. Impl-oved con-ection of 
the detol-mity; 

3" ImpI-clved (::ol'-I-ect ion CJ'f . stabil.i.ty, 

4. Postop.el-ative 
mobilization is 
shol-tened; 

5. Postoperative casts are 
shorter and used for 
immobilizeltion; 

Reduced incidence of 
pSEwdo.1i\",'U,,-osis; 

'7. Minimal loss of 
correction; 

8. Used t~ delay 
definitive treatment 
and permit stages of 
correction in young 
patients. 

2. 

3 .. 

4. 

0::: 
;;J. 

Disadvantages 

Increased blood loss 
due to extended 
opel-ation time; 

Increased risk of 
infection; 

Bubcutanious protrusion 
of the instrument; 

Posterior instrumenta
tion is often incapable 
of stabilizing severe 
spondylolisthesis; 

Slipping or dislocation 
of the hooks and 
breakage of the rod are 
positioning problems; 

Some patients are 
psychologically 
.,:\'f f ec t ed • 

(Adapted from Bradford and Hensinger, 1985) 

The S8! system is not without it's disadvantages. The most 

important one is that its use requires the passage ot wires 

deep to the lamina which risks , penetrating the implants close 

to the dL,,- al sac (Cal-ol !11t.,~, "§'."l, 1988). 
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The Maitland evaluation technique is largely used to evaluate 

cervical, thoracic and lumbar scoliosis. 

The patient partakes in a subjective medical history question 

- answer session prior to treatment. This includes questions 

c:onC:E!I'"ning pain, stiffness, sport participation, social 

c:irc:umstance.~ profe.sion~ medication and x-rays. 

an objective physical evaluation is done. 

The physiotherapists approach comprises the following 

1. Treatment of pain; 

e. Reduction of muscle spasms; 

3. The de-activation of trigger points in the shortened 

tiss ues ; and 

4. Correction of the spinal column with passiVE! 

mabi 1 izat1cm. 

1. Treatment of pain 

Demanding on the cause of the pain, certain modalities can be 

used to relieve the pain. Only the symptoms can be treated 11'1 
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this manner which lasts for a limited period of time. These 

modalities include ultra sound, interferential therapy, short 

wave diathermy, laser and passive mobilizations. (Tollison 

and Kriegel, 1989, Grieve, 1991). 

2. Reduction of muscle spasms 

There is usually a unilateral muscle spasm present on the 

concave ~5ide of t.hf~ curve due to the inter vertebrae 

compl-ession. Treatment is by means of massage, ultra sound, 

interferential, laser and ice respectively. (Tollison and 

f<l'"i.t=)gel, 1989; Gr" ie~ve, 199:1.). 

3. De-activation of trigger points 

The shortened fibres on the concave side of the abnormal curve 

often have trigger point. characteristics. De-activation takes 

place by applying local pressure in the area while stret.ching 

t.he muscle or muscles. (Tollison and Kriegel, 1989; Grieve, 

1991). 

4. Passive mobilization 

Using this technique, a variety of methods may be implemented. 

In the thoracic and lumbar reg ian transverse movements of the 

vertebrae in t.he direction of the ' convex curve produces good 

n~sl.llts. This technique results in an opening effect of t.he 

apophysial joints on the concave side as well as a stretching 

·of the tiny interstitial muscles and ligaments which are . in 
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the shortened pos ition. (Tollison and Kriegel,1989'. 

Blount and Moe (1980) Keim (1982), Stagnara (1988) and White 

and Pan j ab.i f.i!,t "e\J , (J. 9E39) all categclr' ic'::Ill y state that th)",(::lt,I~Jh 

their experience exercise programs are of no value in the 

treatment of scoliosis. Kendall and McCreary (1983) state 

that an adequata muscle balance between opposing muscle groups 

is essential to maintaining a good postLll-e. Muse:: Ie 

imbBlancement and malalignments occur when muscles or muscle 

groups arB not strengthened proportionately to each other, or 

j , 1 tlH~ musc lf~ I"'f;.!mains in a shod:ened position while t he 

opposi ng muscles remain lengthened. This imbalancement in the 

back could develop into a scoliotic condition. 

One does not want to strengthen short, strong muscles or 

stretch already stretchad muscles. The reverse of this is the 

ideal. Struc tural rehabilitation programs must restore muscle 

balance thnJugh impl-ovec! fle}:ibility, muscle strength amJ 

muscle endurance (Zorab, 1974), 

Except in flaxible subjects the postural faults seen at the 

timp of th. axamination will probably correlate with the 

h"II.:li,t.:ual fault.:f,; cd the ind,i,vi,dual. With c:hildl-en it:. j~:; 

necessary and advisable to do repeate d tests of alignm~nt , and 
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parEnts (Kendall and McCrEary, 1983). 

It 15 of particular importance that girls between the ages of 

10 and 14 havE periodic examination of the spine because at 

this age more spinal curvatures occur in girls than in boys 

(Jackeon and Brown, 1983). 

When thE patient performs the exercises, 

with 

where- after the eXErcises are campl.ted as a member of a group 

(vJhite ami Anden;on, 199! ) • Care must be taken to ensure 

correct form and slow exercise repetition speed. Milwaukee 

brace exerci s es both in and out of the brace have been defined 

1980) • 

outside the brace include : (1) pelvic tilt, supine, with 

(2) pelvic tilt with knee. straight; 

(4) pelvic tilt in .tandin0 

pos ition; (5) breathing exercises; (6) spin~ extension in 

prone position ; and (7) pushups, with pelvic tilted. 

Exercise. done in the brace are = (1) pelvic tilt, BUDine, 

with knees straight and flexed and standing; (2) prone Bpine 

(3) pushups with pelvis tilted; (4) correction C', 

thp ttH':n- ac:,ic: kyphosh; and l''' ib hump; and (5) active COl'T~lc:tinn 

of the major curve by tilting the pelvis and moving the tor s o 

away from the thoracic pad (Blount, 1.97E~ Keim, 1982), It is 
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under supervision deily (Blount~ 1972; Keirn, 1991). 

The improvement in patients who have done exercises whilst 

wearing a brace is greater when compared to those who did no 

Without exercise, the treatment of a sedentary 

patient with a brace will be unsatisfactory because poor 

muscle tone will a llow deterioration of the deformity in th e 

brace, and collapse of the spine when the brace is removed 

(Blount and 110B, 1980). 

A vast amount of research has been done concerning lumbar 

rehabilitation through BxerC1se. Thi~; pl-ompted f<oes et. ...... i:lt, 

(1991), by means of a blind study, to establish the best 

exercise regime. This, however~ has not be done for 

sc:r.1J.iosis. Bchrecker (1965) compiled a working manual en 

posture deformities. Unfortunately, no document or research 

has been compiled to parallel his work. 

Whitf.~ ancj f:'."' nj i:~bi. (:L990) ~;;t.atf.~ that in their· opinicm it i!5 

doub t ful a s to whether e xercise c an correct sco lios i s . 

I~cwever, they do net SUbstantiate their statement with any 

They proclai.m that the forces applied by th e 

musc les an~ of eo low amplitude and frequency and should not h e 

relied upon to hold or even correct a curve when used alone. 

A deformed or rigid thor~cic cage that is present in moderate 

. to seven,'! thoracic scoliosis results in a )-estl-ictive type of 
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lung disease characterized by a reduction in lung volume, 

vital capacity, and maximum voluntary ventilation. It is well. 

e~tablished that an individual with severe scoliosis dies not 

anatomic deformity but from cardiopulmonary failur8 

(N€~UsonllE! ~:!: .. _. ~)., 1986). A sympathi(: patient with curves in 

the ~O - 60 0 range have symptoms of restrictive lung disease 

sti.;;\nnon ~.1:.. ..... ~~J_ (1970) found.1 r-f:H'll,ICE!d t(Jtal IL\I1~l capacity in 

all patients with curvatures exceeding 65°. Those I'lith 

approximately 50 X of the total lung capacity. Ma)·:imum 

breathing capacity also has been found to be reduced in 

scoliosis patients, the degree of reduction being proportional 

to the degree of curvature (Vong-Hing and Mac Ewan, 1979). 

Radiographics are fundamental for identifying and recording 

spinal deformities (de Smet, 1985; Stagnara, 1988). 

Radiographic projection can b. used to evaluate scoliosis in 

ti'lP stand i ng .'mtf:'!l-Opostel''' icw, stand i ng posteroant.er iO)- , sup 1. n~~ 

.'i:lncl Bupine post.eroanterior with If.~t:.f!!r·,::\l 

bending positions (Keirn, 1978; de Smet, 1985'. Until recently 

single sti!:lntiillg poster'oant E'!r" 1m" 

radiograph was use in scoliosis evaluation. 
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Recently more use 1& being made of the posteroanterior 

pr·(Jjf,~c:t.i.on to 1"'f;)duc.~E! br·f~a~5t:. r.:i:~n(:::f,~r" (Andr"an §'.t; ............. €;\,,1, 1980; 

Anc:lenson and l'lc: 1\1e~ill, ,I, 9r:3B) • 

Patient irradiation has ill ways been a concer"n with 

radiographic evaluation (Raia and Kolfoyle, 1982; Thomas, 

1983). The following methods are used to reduce irradiation: 

(1) r..!?:I. €~c:: t :i, on ; (2 ) high'""spee~d 

combinations; (3) the use of posteroanterior projection to 

reduce breast irradiation; and (4) gonadal shielding over the 

anterior superior iliac: spine. (Andran et al, 1980; Thomas, 

19B3 de 8met, 1985). 

"Ill[~ positionil'lI;;J tl'f the pc~tif~nt is impOl-tant tCI c)btain thE~ 

desired film and quality. The patient stands normally with 

the arms at the sidea for the antero or posteroanterior filmB. 

The x-ray beam is centred in the sagittal midline of the 

patient halfway between the first thoracic and first sacral 

The films are taken at the end of inspiration. 

The patients shoes must be removed so as to eliminate the 

!:~me~ t, 198~:j ) • 

kyphosis and lordosis must preferably be measured by the Cobb 

This method consists of drawing a 

horizontal line along the superior border of the superior end 

vertebra and along the inferior border of the inferior end 

vertebra. Perp~ndicular line to these tangential lines are 
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than drawn, The intersecting angles produced are then read a~ 

tll~ Cobb angle (George and Ripp$tein~ 1961; de Smet, 198:'5), 

'rhe Risser-Fergu!son method requires small dots placed in the 

centres of the superior and inferior end vertebrae, A further 

St.:\'·ai~Jht 

dot in the apical vertebra. The intersecting angle is 

measured with a protractor (Sevastikogulou and Berquist~ 1969; 

dl'::'~ SflH:~t, 1.985). 

The Bcoliesi. Research Society classifies forms of scoliosis 

into anyone of seven groups : 

(1) curves 0 - 20 degrees 

(2) curve. 21 - 80 degrees 

(3) curves 31 - 50 degrees 

(4) curves 51 - 75 degrees 

(5) curves 76 - 100 degrees 

(6) curve. 101 - 125 degrees 

(7) curve. 126 degree. and aver (Keim, 1982) 
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CHAPTER ...... ~ 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Bec,::II..lse, in the) ls'\:.udy, we concentrated en 

rehabilitation, our subjects were drawn from those who had 

functional scoliesis. The subject. that participated in this 

study were 62 school going children between the ages of 12 and 

19 years eld, frem beth sexes, with a mean age of +/- 14.7 

There were 45 girls and 17 beys involved. Thf.~ 

subjects were recruited from Bchoel visits, arranged through 

ttl. school head, and physician referrals. All diagnoses' were 

participation in this study was voluntary and with the consent: 

o'f !:I'II? family physici,,," .. 

Criteria used to determine the eligibility of a subject, for 

•. PhYSicians consent : No subjects were accepted for 

this study without full written consent form his/her 

family physician. was understood by 

phy~;.l.c.i.an that em I y t: ,") t:)se wit h 'f Ll t) c: t i t:H'l.::\ 1. ell''' 

mechanical scoliosis who did net require surgery, 

could be accepted. 
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b. A current medical history This report stipulated 

that the subject had no lower back problems, besides 

scoli.osis, wi.thin the last twelve months and hav"! no 

kidney, cardiac or neuromuscular dysfunctions. 

c. Subject/Parent consent : All participants completed 

and signed a consent form prior to participating in 

the study (Appendix AI. 

d. Previous weight training: No current involve ment 

in a weight training program which had, as a largE 

c omponent, tor so training . The subjects attained 

were randomly assigned to a group. 

the rehabilitati6n group and Group B being the 

The control group subjects were requested to continue with 

their present lifestyles, while the rehabilitation group 

partook in an eight weGk training program. Training was done 

three times a week, namely, every second day, starting on 

110nday. 

3.1.2. Equipment 

A Cybex 340 iaokinetic dynamometer was used to measure hip 

flexion and extension strength as well as range of motion 

prior to the first rehabilit a tion session as well as at the 

end of the rehabilitation ~eriod. By means of these 
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evaluations we were able to establish whether there had been 

any improvement in thQ above mentioned parameters. 

To complete the evaluation of the subject the follcwi'l~ 

equipment was utilized : 

a. Anthropometer: A Harpenden Anthropometer was used 

to measure standing height~ seated height as well as 

the landmark heights. 

b. Marking Pen: To mark the vertebrae in the forward 

bending position. 

c. Plumbline : From which to measure the centimetre 

deviation. 

d. A measuring tape to measure flexibility and leg 

lengths. 

Furtl,er equipment required for the execution of the study and 

which were used specifically for the rehabilitation program 

itself were 

a. Tunturi Protainer exercise bicycle. 

b. Gymnastic mats. 
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c. A cable- pulley system. 

d. Hand weights varying from 2 kg to 15 kg. 

e. Training bench. 

·f. Peck Deck. 

g. Hyperextension bench. 

h. Seated Calf raises. 

i. Knee flexion apparatus. 

The evaluation commenced with a questionnaire which lead into 

the physical evaluation of the subject. The questionnaire 

(Appemd :i. H B) fi.; t '''If" t ed oH with .a general infol"fnation cm the 

subject and the pl-oblem. Section B o'f the eval uat iOTI 'f I:) r" m 

enccJtnp<"ilsses the fOI-wal-d bending test ( Loncar--Dusek fi1t:. ... .. .. ~J., 

1991), test for r.ange of motion, subjective muscle atrophy and 

hYPIi.-lI-tY"ophy obsel- vations, standing i 1 iocI- istal height, most 

medial diatal and posterial border of the scapula and the 

acromion I,eights. Section C consisted of a sit and reach 

test, X-rays report and a. summary of the Cybex evaluation. 
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The x-rays from the radiologist was then examined and the 

degrees of scoliosis noted. X-rays were taken at the 

commencement of the program and at the end of eight weelcs. 

The curves were measured by the radiologist using techniques 

explained earlier (de Smet, 1985). 

3.2.2 Leg length Measurements 

The subject was instructed to supine lie on the plint. 

Careful note was made of the patients relaxed comfort. Two 

measurements were taken in this position 

a. Firstly, the anterior supra-iliac leg length was 

measured to the centre of the medial malleolus. 

This was done for both legs (Fig 12). 

b. Secondly, the umbilicus leg length was measured from 

the centre of the umbilicus to the inside centre of 

the malleolus. This was also done for both 18g5. 

(Fig 13). 

3.2.3 Forward Bending Test 

"rhe subject was then requested to stand free facing away from 

the tester, and bend forward as far as possible with the t,eBd 
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and arms hanging loosely! downwards. 

~;ub j sct n~mc)vt'.1s his/her top and 

symmetrically on the subjects back. 

then marked with a marking pen. 

It is important that the 

that the light falls 

Each spinous process is 

The subject was then 

requested to stand erect whereupon the most medially distal 

pos terior point of the scapula was marked so that their 

heights could bE measured, Fig 14A (Grieve! 1991) • . 

H~r.-after! the subject was asked to stand with his/her back 

to the plumb line so as to allow the tester to meas\..\1"'e the 

deviation! in millimetres. Measurement was taken from the 

plumbline! perpendi c ular to the most deviated spinous process. 

( Ca 1 Ii et, 1 9r:15) • The distance and vertebrae was then noted. 

Thi s test was ,-epeated biweekly. (Calliet, 1985) • On 

completion of this evaluation, the subject's height was 

measured in both the standing and seated positions. 

3.2.4 Standing Height 

When measuring the subject in the standing position, as in Fig 

15, the following landmarks must be aligned 

.. "adlai, trrJcl1anterioTl tibial and the sphyr'ion. 

 
 
 



FIGURE 12 LEG LENGTH MEASUREMENTS 
ANTERIOR SUPRA ILIAC 

FIGURE 13 LEG LENGTH MEASUREMENTS 
UMBILICUS 
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FIGURE 14 A FORWARD BENDING TEST 
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FIGURE 14 B FORWARD BENDING TEST 
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The measurement was taken with the The 

subjects stood barefoot on the floor, their heels togetller, 

their legs and torso stretched upwards to their fullest extent 

and their back to the wall with the head in the frankfort 

plane. The shoulders were relaxed and the arms stretched 

straight downwards. It is vitally important to ensure that 

the anthropometer does not deviate from the perpendicular when 

the I-eadings al- e taken. (Fig 15) (Calliet, 1985). 

3.2.~ Seated Height 

When measw"ing the seated IH?icJht the subject sits over thG' l~nd 

of a hard surface with the knees pushed back against the 

s urface. The subject ' s feet are rested on a stool or chair s o 

that the hips and knees are flexed at 90 0 

The subject is instructed to sit tall and keep the head in the 

fnmkfort plane. The seated height is measured from the top 

of the head down to the plint top. The anthropometer must not 

deviate from the perpendicular (Fig 16). 

3.2.6 Landmarks 

Ths following landmarks were measured, bilaterally from the 

acromion, subscapular and anterior supra-

iliac: cl- est (Fig 17, 18 81, 19). 

 
 
 



FIGURE 16 SEATED HEIGHT FIGURE 15 STANDING HEIGHT 
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The subject stood erect with his/her feet together. 

measurements were noted prior to doing the flexibility tests. 

3.2.7 Range of Motion 

1. Flexion : The subject stood erect, feet together 

with both hands and arms extended downwards in front 

of the thighs. From this position the s ubjec t 

flexed maximally in the hips without bending the 

knE~es. l'f the subJec:t failed to touch the ," gr-cJund 

the distance from the finger tips to the ground was 

measured. This was recorded as a negative value. 

If the subject touched the ground a 100 K value was 

~ qivl'm (Fig 20) (Calliet, 1'78E:l). 

2. Extension: l 'he subject lay prone on the plint with 

th e arms extended at the side. From this position 

the subject maximally extended the ' back. The 

distance from the chin to the plint was measured 

(Fig 21) (Calliet, 1985). 

3. Lateral Flexion The subject stood erect, f eet 

together and arms and hands extended at the side. 

the tips to the 

ground was measured, both left and right. The 

subject then flexed maximally in the saggital plane 
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to the right and then to the left. At m,"!):.i mum 

flexion thm distance fr6m the finger tips to th8 

ground was measured. This distance was subtrRctpd 

from the initial measurement. The greater the 

difference between the two readings~ initial and 

flexed~ th~ greater the 

(Cal1iet~ 1985). 

flexibility. (Fi 9 

Tarsal Rotation Standing, facing forward with 

feet together, the subject rotated maximally without 

moving the feet or knees. The angle of rotation was 

measured subjectively. No objective method of 

evaluation is available. Ninety degrees rotation 

was noted when shoulder was rotated perpendicular to 

the neutral position. (Fig 23) (Calliet, 1985). 

TtH~ tl-aining pnJgl-am tt1at was useci C,Hl be Llsed with scoliosis 

Bubjects who have a deviation either to the right or left. 

"he program commenced with a warm-up cycling session en B 

bicyr:: Ie foll()wed by specific stl-etchin~] 01-

mobilizing and culminated with spp.c,ific 

strengthening exercises. Each subjects' program was written 

on a program card with the .re-evaluation date stipulated at 

the foot of the card (Appendix C). the exercises were a5 

'fC,11lrJwI!I I 



FIGURE 20 RANGE OF MOTION FLEXION FIGURE 19 ANTERIOR SUPRA - ILIAC 
CREST HEIGHT 
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FIGURE 22 RANGE OF MOTION 
LATERAL FLEXION 
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FIGURE 21 RANGE OF MOTION EXTENSION 
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This was done for five minutes to allow the subject to relax 

and focus on the program (Fig 24). 

3.3.2 Mobilizing Exercises 

Flf~:db.il lty .i.~; joint c"E\nd activity specific. 

flexibility is vital for the prevention of injuries and 

soreness .. Because many cases of scoliosis are a result of 

reduced flexibility on one side of the vertebrae, this aspect 

forms an important part of the rehabilitation program (Porter, 

1986; Fuller mt "al. 1991). 

"he pxereiee. used in this study were devised specifically for 

the program . The flexibility exercises used were as follows = 

<i) Hamstring stretch The subject sits iength ways on 

an exercise bench with one leg extended flat on the 

bench and th,,! othf.?l- 1 eg of f the bench. In 

performing the exercise the subject must s it tall 

whi,lst holding the chin up. In this position, with 

thm back held straight and the knee fully extended, 

and the foot dorsiflexed, the subject lowers the 

tr.Jr·so f or·Ii'Jal-cj· ... d(;:)wnwa r·d as to st r'etch t:, hf.'~ 

h,1tnst.r-inq muscll?Si gluteLls muscle. This position i<;; 

he!lcJ 'f01'· 'for"ty 'five seconds!; C':\nc! l-epeatecl thn!f! 'l:.irn~! ,=, 

on eac::h 1r"g" (Fig 25). 
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TORSAL ROTATION 
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Side stretch The side stretch is done to the 

convex side of the major curve. The SLtb j f.~C: t 

stands erect with the feet shoulder width apart 

and arms extended downwards at the side. The 

subject then flexes fully to the lateral sides, 

then holding this position for sixty seconds. 

This is repeated five times (Fig 26). 

Side stretch on knee - one leg straight : 

Presuming that the major curve is convex to the 

right the subject kneels on the mat with the 

weight on the left knee with the right leg 

extended to the side - the convex side. The 

left arm is then fully abducted to the side of 

the head. With the right I,.nd gliding en the 

right thigh the subject flexes laterally to the 

right, l,oJ.cHng this position 'ft')r" fm-t.y 'fiVE:! 

seconds. The exercise is repeated three time 

(Sc:hreckE!l-, 1979) (Fig 2'7). 

(iv) Seated torso twist stretch I SCissor- sitting 

on a gymnastic mat. The subject, keeping the 

spine erect, twist.s the torso maximally t.o the 

side of the convex curve. This movement is 

repeated three times, holding each for thirty 

seconds. (Fir] c~E:l). 
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CYCLING 



FIGURE 26 SIDE STRETCH FIGURE 25 HAMSTRING STRETCH 

 
 
 



FIGURE 28 SEATED TORSO TWIST STRETCH FIGURE 27 SIDE STRETCH ON KNEE -
ONE LEG STRAIGHT 
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(v) Cat and Camel : On all fours the subject span 

bends by arching the back so •• to stretch the 

abdominal muscles. FnJm this position tl'lf'~ 

abdominal muscles are contracted and the back 

is forced upwards into a stretch. In th,:;,,.; 

movement the thoracic portion of the spin8 j , B 

Two sets of fifteen repetitions ara 

done, holding each movement for three seconds 

(Fig 29). 

(vi) Horizontal shoulder adduction: Standing, the 

subject acJducts the shol.llder' ma)d.med 1 Y 

horizontally on the concave side of the spine. 

The hand of the non adducted arm is cupped 

under the elbow to ensure maximal flexion. 

This is repeated twice for forty five seconds 

(Fig :30) ,. 

3.3.3. Strengthening exercises 

F xmrcise is essential for restoring function to weakened and 

atrophied muscles. Strengthening of weakened spinal muscles 

accompanied with stretching exercises is essential for the 

r~habilitation of scoliosis (Kendall and ~lacCreary, 1983). 

(i) SCissor-side-lying: Side lying with the legs in 

scissors pOSition, the upper leg being P 1 ac::ed 

The arms are extended ~bove the head. 

The subject now raises the arms and trunk to the 



FIGURE 30 HORIZONTAL SHOULDER FLEXION FIGURE 29 CAT AND CAMEL STRETCH 
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convex side of the curve, and holds for two to three 

Two sets of twelve repetitions were riane 

for the first four weeks where after three sets af 

twelve 'f C)l- t h ~1 second four- weeks 

(Schn~ckel-; 1979), (Fig 31), 

(ii) Horizontal shoulder abduction (cable): 

pulley is set to shoulder height. The subject, when 

holdi.ng the gr-ip, must stand so as to have th,,~ anTI 

on thf.~ convex side of the major curve 'fully 

horizontally adducted. Keeping the elbow locked 

straight and the shoulder square, the shoulder is 

then fully, horizontally abducted and held for thr'ee 

seconds. The movement is done slowly and 

elf:? 1. ib,,!!'" ,~te I y, Two sets of twelve repetitions are 

done for the first three to four weeks, where after 

resistance which allowed the individual to only 

complete twelve repetitions was used, (Fig 3eA/B), 

(iii) One arm dumbbell rowing The subject kneel. 

with the left leg on an e>:erc:ise bench, 

presuming that the scoliosis is to the right, 

and support. with the left arm, The I-ight leg 

ground at a hip angle of forty five degrees, 

With a hand weight in the right hand the 

subject lifts the weight from downward e>:t:endad 

position in front of the shoulder to a fle>:ed 
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SCISSOR - SIDE-LYING 
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position alongside the hip. With this movement the 

rhomboid complex adducts the scapula. The trapezius 

is also worked. The 'arm then retul-ns t o it s 

original p m!l it. i I:m , One set wlth a wei~lht 1·le.;wy 

enough to pen-form 'f i 'fteen repetitions was cleme, 

holding the weight in the up position fm- two 

seconds ( F ig 33A1B) 

(iv) Lateral flexing in the standing position: 

Presuming again that t he spine is convex to the 

right, the subject stands with the feet shoulder 

width apart and a weigh t in the left hand. The 

move ment executed i s as for the side stretch with 

the subject flexing maximally, in the saggital plane 

to the 1- ight . This position is held for three 

seconds before returning to the ~tarting er e ct 

position. Four sets of flfteen repetltions are done 

weeks, each 

individual s' program is speciflcally adjusted. A 

weight which permits only fifteen repetitions is 

use d. (Fig 3 '+). 

(v) Reverse Peck Deck : The subject sits in f::t 

revel- seel IM:I n nel- on t.he peck c.1ec k ma(:h.i.ne, 

facing the back support. The elbow, on t he 

convex side of the majol- curve, is pi af; ecl on 

the arm padding with the shoulder and elbow at 

ninety degrees . Supporting on the a pp a ratus 

with the free arm the subject fully 



FIGURE 32 B HORIZONTAL SHOULDER 
EXTENSION - CABLE 

FIGURE 32 A HORIZONTAL SHOULDER 
EXTENSION - CABLE 

 
 
 



FIGURE 33 B ONE ARM DUMBBELL ROWING FIGURE 33 A ONE ARM DUMBBELL ROWING 
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abducts the shoulder horizontally so as to 

maximally adduct the scapula. Two set o'f ten 

repetitions are done, holding each repetitions 

for two seconds. (Fig 35 A & BI. 

( vii Stomach crunches Supine lying on 

gymnastic mat with the knees flexed ninety 

degrees over an exercise bench. The hips were 

also ninety degrees flexed. The subject 

crosses arms over the chest. USing only the 

abdominal muscles~ keeping the lower back flat 

on the ground, the head and shoulders are 

lifted and curled inwards toward the hips. 

This position is held for two seconds. Two 

sets of maximum repetitions are done (Fig 36 A 

- B I • 

/ ,;t-V"DUI- ing the initial sessions the subjects found ' the e>:en:i<:H~s 
rr t.o bf.~ tough. GroLlps o·r no li,uoger that ·f.i.ve, wel-e pel"'~';Clnally 

~~iS~.~· _)LIl-ing each 

twelfth and eighteenth 

session. On the 

sessions the subjects 

day of the si xth, 

first underwent B 

re-evaluation, except for the x-r~ys and the cybex, befClre 

t.heir programmes were adapted for the following two weeks. 

During the initial session the exercise frequency, repetitions 

and intensity was determined for each subject depending on the 

After the second week the total s~ts per 

exercise were increased by one set. The sets and repetitions 

remained the same for the remainder of the rehabilitation 
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Each exercise repetition was preformed slowly, with a two 

second hold at full contraction in each repetition, except fer 

the stretching where the hold varies from thirty to sixty 

sec onds. A forty second rest between sets was permitted. The 

resistance used increased with an increase in the strength of 

thE? subject. The ,-esistance should only allow the twelve 01-

fifteen repetitlons for Throl..lghout the 

rehabilitation period quality performance of the exercise was 

emphasiz!~d • 

The statistical methods and tables used in the study were 

derived from Runyon and Harber (1980) and Neter et ai, (1978). 

Th!:? followin~l sti~tistic:al analysis were app.lied : 

A test for homogeneity between group one, the test group, (UI) 

and group two the control group U2 at day zero and day 24 was 

done using the t - test. 

Hypotheses: He : Ud = ° (indicates no differences), 

H1 Ud = ° (indicates differences). 

The paired t-test for two dependant test groups was used to 

test the differences between day zero and day 24 for the two 

groups. 

The following hypothesis was tested: 

Ho I Ud = 0 indicating no differences. 

D ~ day zero measurement minus day 24 measurement. 

If P < ~ 0,05 the differentes is meaningful, and 

If P ) 0,05 the differences is not meaningful. 
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FIGURE 36 B STOMACH CRUNCHES FIGURE 36 A STOMACH CRUNCHES 
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C.HA.P.T.gR....~. 

RESULTS 

l 'he t-test for the two independent groups, at day zero, proved 

to be homogeneous as the probability of exeeedenee for group 

one and group two were greater than 0.05 (p > 0,05). There 

was a 5 X probability of exceedence (p ) 0.05); in other words 

a surety of 95 X. Thi. was true fer all the variable.. The 

umbilicus leg lengths fer group one were 94.71 em with B 

standard deviation of 9.37 cm for the right leg and 94.86 em 

with a standard deviation of 9.65 cm for the left leg (n -

31>. For group two the umbilicus leg lengths for the right 

leg were 93.19 em with a standard deviation of 8.90 cm Bnd 

93.17 em for the left leg with a standard deviation of 9.34 em 

(n"" 127). The mean size of the. major scoliotic curve fer 

group one was 11.55 degrees and for group two 10.26 degrGes. 

Standing height and seated height were measured for all 

subjects of both groups. The standing height, for group one 

was 172.03 em with a standard deviation of 10.42 em and for 

group two 174.23 em with a standard deviation of 10.10 em. 

Seated height was measured at 82.19 em with a standard 

deviation of 10.92 cm and 83.57 em with a standard deviation 

of 8.83 em for groups one and two respectively. 

flexion to the convex side of the curve was 15.83 em for group 

one and 16.92 em for group two. 

l'he data are summarized in 'Tables 6 & 7. 
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TABLE 6 

Descr ipt icm Me c?l n Gtd Dev T Pr'ob )/T 

Umbi 1 icus. R (c:m) 9'+ . 71::1 9.372 0.636 0.5272 
Umbi.licus L(cm) 94.B6.l 9.65'f o .l:,756 0.5021 
Cu,,-ve(deg) 11 • Sl+S ~j .4ltO 1.1340 o . 262 l+ 
Stc?lnding 
He.ight(cm) 172.417 10.417 --0.8132 0.4196 
Sit Height;(cm) 82.187 10.920 -0.5344 0.5952 
Fle:.:ion (cm) 15.832 4.011 -1 .2501 0.2169 

TABLE 7 

DeSC1- ipt .. it1n Mean Std Dev T Prob )/T 

Umbilicus R( c m) 93.185 8.895 0.63'+0 0.5282 
Umbil icus L(em) 93.17'+ 9.3'+0 0.6740 0.5031 
Cur've (deg ) 10.259 3.020 1 .0927 0.2794 
Standing 
Height(cm) 174.226 10.099 -0.8114 0.4206 
Sit Height(cm) 83.57't 8.833 -0.5266 0.6005 
FleHion<Cm) 16.992 2.552 -1.2135 0.2300 

From the above Tables 6 and 7 it is evident that no 

differences are apparent between the two groups for all the 

variables (p ) 0.(5). The null hypothesis can be accepted 

Ho Ul = U2: the groups are homogeneous; with a 95 % 

Furthermore the differences between day zero and 

day 24 fer tile two groups were test~d with the two-tailed 

t-teat. Seeing that a measurement of each variable was taken 

en day zero and then on day 24, i.t can be concluded that the 

meas urements are dependarit observations. The hypothesis He 

Ud = 0 (no difference; whe~~ d is the measurement on day zero 

minus the measurement on day 24) against the alternative; 
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H1 LJd "" 0 (cl.i'f·fen!.!nce between the two groL.lps). 

Due to the fact that the p value for group one was smaller 

than 0.05, the null hypothesis can be The 

assumption that a meaningful difference at day zero and day 24 

is evident can be made on a 5 X probability of eMceedence 

<Table 8). However, variable 04 does not indicate a 

meaningful difference (p ) 0.05). 

TABLE 8 

Val-iable Oi ffel-ences Mean Std T P,-ob 
in diff Oev >/T 

01 Umbilicus R -0.519 0.783 -3.691 0.0009* 
02 Umbi 1 iCLIS L - 0.317 0.538 -3.839 0.0006* 
03 CL.ll-ve .. ···121. .77:1. 173.277 12.115 0.0001* 
D'f Standing 88.1.19 6. 1+01+ -0.160 0.8739 
D5 Sit Heig~l't -·1.726 1 .61+0 -5.858 0.0001* 
D6 Fle~:ion .. ··3.571 2.678 -7.421+ 0.0001* 
.. , .. .. t:M * p ". (J. (J;:) 

With group two there is only meaningful differ~nces at 03, 04 

and 06. The rest are not meaningful for the two-tailed tests 

Ho : Ud = 0 against Hi : Ud = 0 (Table 9). 

TABLE 9 

Va,-i- Diffe,-ence 1"1ean Std Dev T Prob )/T 
able in cliff 

01 Umbilicus R '··0.059 0.2t+5 -1.255 0.2206 
02 Umbilicus L -0.085 0.085 -1.531 0.1379 
D:7} CLll-ve -·107.152 108.720 -2.174 0.0116* 
O'f StancJ.ing 93.319 J.5.977 -3.61+7 0.0012* 
05 Sit He.i·~lt't -·2: 667 11.·f.419 -0.96J. 0.3t.f51.+ 
06 Fleld.on -0.30'f 0.610 -2.585 0.0157* 

* p -< 0.05 
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When considering variable 03, the following conclusion can be 

made: 

Due to the fact that for group ong T ~ 12.115 (prob)1 T -

0.0001) we can reject that there has been an improvement in 

curve size. We can ther efore conclude for group two, that the 

reading at day zero has B meaningful difference T = -2.714 

(prob )/ T = 0.0116), therefore we reject Ho = Ud = O. There 

is a meaningful difference between the reading at day zero and 

the reading at day 24 for group two, due to an increase in 

cUI-ve size. 

At day 24 the same T-test was done as for day zero. The 

pLl\'"pOSe ",as t.rJ determine if there were any mea n i n(;:rf 1.1 1 

differences bet.ween the variables of the two groups. Then~ 

were meaningful differences with variables V1i and V14 for 

group one and group two, thus they are not homogeneous. The 

remainder of the data is homogeneous (p > 0.05) (Table 10), 

TABLE 10 

Val- iables Descr" .ipt icm GI-OUp One ~I-OLIP Two 
PI-ob )/TI PI-ob :>1 'f 

V9 Umbilicus R 0.4135 0.4158 
Vl0 Umb .il i cus L 0.4317 0.4322 
Vll CUI- VB 0.0001 0.0000* 
Vi2 Standing Height: 0.5621 0.57 l+l+ 
V13 Seated I'!eight 0.lt385 o . lt25 1. 
V!l+ FleHion 0.032 0.0040* 

* p -( 0.05 
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c..~:teeIEfL::i 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

"Idiopathic Scoliosis .is the most common form o'f 5p.i.ni:ll 

curvature seen by orthopaedic surgeons. However, it is the 

'fOl-m that is the least well understood". (Bradford and 

Hensinger 1994, P 233). In the light of this statement, the 

purpose of this study was to determine whether corrective 

exercise had any positive effect on idiopathic scoliosis. An 

exercise programme was devised specifically for this study and 

the subjects involved were diagnosed by orthopaedic surgeons. 

The LImb i 1.ieus 1 eg I ength was used as pal-t of t:he sub j ect s 

evaluation as an indirect means of monitoring changes in 

lumbar scoliotic curves (Calliet, 1975; Fisl(, 1987). The 

spine tends to compensate for any inclination in the pelvic: 

girdle, as a result of leg length discrepancies, or may cause 

• tilt in the hips as a result of the scoliotic curve (Porter, 

:1. 9£036; Fisk, 1987). 11uscle contracture can result in postllral 

scoliosis. When musculo-aponeurotic contracture become 

irreversible they initiate postural scoliosis. The hip then 

assumes a flexed, abducted position. Correction of the 

underlying problem allows the spine to straighten. If that 

correction is carried out too late spinal deformity c an 

perSist (Stranara~ 1988). 
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The mean values for the right umbilicus leg length and left 

umbilicus leg length are depicted in table ' " It is evident 

that for both groups the umbilicus leg lengths were not thE 

same bilaterally~ indicating an inclination in the hips. 

Although these values are the mean for the two groups, not all 

tIle subject. had lumbar scoliesis which could effect the hips. 

'rhere was~ however, bilateral improvement ' in group one. For 

group two there was no signifj.cant changes for either right 

and left umbilicus leg length due to the fact that they did 

not take part in any physical activity. However, when the two 

groups were compared at session 24, it is noted that they ar. 

1·IC)m()~J!Hler.)US (Table 1.0). This indicated that umbilicus leg 

length cannot be used as an accurate indicator of scoliesis 

improvement or deterioration. This is not to say that the 

variable should be deleted from the evaluation process of a 

scoliosis patient. Leg length discrepancies, both umbilicus 

and anterior supra iliac, can be used as indicators for the 

severity of the case and the appropriate treatment (Bradford 

et . f.l,J . ~ 1987; F.isk, 1987; Stl-anera, 1988), 

The done on posterior-anterior 

radiographs of the subjects using the Cobb method (De Bmet, 

1985; 1990; Kojima and Kurokawa, 1992). For those subjects 

who sLlffel-ed fl-om a double scoliosis, only the majol-
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curve was treatad. 

Other methods incorporated in the treatment of scoliosis vary 

from bracing to surgical techniques (Rothman and Simoene, 

1982; White and Panjabi, 1990; Winter, 1992). Most of the 

literature states that exercise alone does not prevent the 

progress of a scoliotic spine, nor will exercises correct an 

existing scoliosis (Calliet, J.975; Dickson and Bradford, 

exercises used in scoliosis l-ehabi l. i tat ion; on which t.hey 

have founded their claims. 

Stagnara (1988) suggested that muscles on the convexity of the 

constant curve act to prevent the upper spine from collapsing 

into the concavity. This wa. confirmed by Zetterberg (1982), 

I<oes et. __ <:I)" (1991) conducted a blind review of physiother~py 

exercises used in the treatment of b~ck pain, in an attempt to 

assess efficiency of exercise for back pain. On comparinq 

exercise therapy with other means of conservative treatment 

they concluded that of the seven regimes compared, only two 

11alll1iche ~1;._ ... a).., 1.988; L .. inc:lstol'-m ~.t .. _.a_t, proved that exer·cls. 

therapy was better than the other conservative treatment used. 

The other five studles indicated that other conservative 

treatment regimes were superior to exercise therapy. However, 

three of the flve exerciseD had method scores lower than 40 

(m2Ild.lm.lm j.OO). Method scores were graded according to 

exercise specificity, exercise practicality, the effectiveness 
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of the exercises, the structure of the programme, and th~ 

success of the programme at completion and after a twelve 

month follow up period. It must be stated that additional 

physical treatment modalities such as massage, hot compression 

and short wave diathermy were allowed. Another facet of their 

work compared different types of exercise therapy. The stLldy 

(1"lanniche ~j:"."" ...... ~.l, 1988) wi th t~lr,~ hi~lhest method SCOI-e favC')un?d 

an exercise scheme of thr'ee months intensive dynamic back 

extensor exercises. The same principle of intensive exercise 

over a three month period was incorporated in this study on 

scoliosis. 

In the present study the subjects were allocated randomly to 

ei thel- the eNel'''r.::.ise or' cont,,"01 gl-OUp so as to I-educe bii!~s. 

Fl'''pm Table 6/1 it:. t: i:\ n tH~ !,,;een t h.;d: the two groups Wf·H"H 

hornc:)~]eneOL\S at day Zel- (J when com;.i.der· ing the CUI-V£! s.i. Zf~ R 

Group one, the exercise group, followed the specific programme 

of 24 sessions over eight weeks and showed a substantiAl 

improvement in curve size (p = 0.0001) over the control group. 

The T-test at session 24 between the two groups showed no 

l"lOmo~lr.Hleit.y 'fe:)\,,' e:I"lr·Vf.~ c.lIi.!viat.i.oTl, indicating that the \]\"'OLlp 

wh.i.ch followed the programme had improved whilst the control 

group had deteriorated. One .i.mportant factor contributing to 

the improvement was that the subjects in group one were 

exercised at an extremely high intensity, whilst the subjects 

in group two did not follow the programme. This is alsc) a 

r"r:u~son givf1.!n 'for" the! SL.lc:r.:e!5S; .i.n t'lanniche'$ f.i!..t ...... I!l. (1988) stLldy 

which stated that intensive'back exercises were significantly 
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better than mobilization, short wave diathermy, massage and 

hot c:ompression. The subjec:ts were evaluated bi-weekly whic:h 

permitted an immediate ancl individualistic: adaption of the 

progl~amme used. 

When compad,ng this study to those evaluated by I<oes !l!_t. __ .. a.1. 

(1991), using their assessment criteria, a relatively high 

method score is obtained (52), This study does not concern 

itself with a follow up period, which c:arries a value of 10 

O<oes ~.:t, .. __ ~_!" '1991). The method sc:ore for specificity was high 

as each exercise was designed, and largely achieved, to 

isolate the dll!- i ng both stl-etc:hin~J .~nd 

s trengthening. Most of the strengthening exercises scored low 

on the practicality scale due to the fact that they could only 

he pr'H'''fonned with the ,~id c'f sper.:.i.'fic equipment. This mad(~ it 

impossible for the subjects to follow the programme at home. 

Jt is also impossible to determine the effectiveness of any 

However, as a programma the 

Rxercises were effective. The programme was structured well 

with a warm up, stretching and strengthening phase. The 

success of the programme after 24 sessions rated well. 

Unfortunately, no medium Or long term follow ups were done on 

any of the subjects . 

It is evident that the programme incorporated in this study 

was effective in correc:ting, to a certain extent, the 

scoliotic spine. Monitoring of the spine curvature by means 

of the forward bending test 'is also an effective, indirec:t, 
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FIGURE 37 SCOLIOTIC HEIGHT VERSUS NON OR CORRECTED SCOLIOTIC 
HEIGHT 
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mean~ which to plat the ch~nges in spinal curvature. 

~ comprehensive study was conducted by Loncar - Dusek ~ot _.o~J, 

(1991) on growth velocities in idiopathic scoliosis sUbjects. 

They concluded that an increase in growth velocity is closely 

as~;nC: oiated "lith the onset of idiopathic scoliosis in 

adolescent subjects. This substantiates the works done by 

Drummond and Roagala (1980) and Dickson (1984) that ~tates 

that s coliotic adolescents are taller than non scoliotic 

ado lf~scents. This prompted the monitoring of both standing 

and seated !leight. 

From table. 6 & 7 it can be seen that the two groups were 

homogenous at the outset of the programme, but not at the 

completion of the programme (Table 10). Seated height in 

group one showed a statistically meaningful impl-ovement 

lletween day zero and day 24. This is not the case in group 

two. For group two neither standing or seated height showed 

any significant difference (Table ,). 

°rhe reason why there was no significant difference in standing 

11eigl11.'. between d a y zero and day 24 is that the observation 

period of eight weeks is too short for any SUbstantial growth 

to t:.i.~ke place. 
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The significant improvement in group one can be attributed to 

two 'factono: 

Firstly, it can be attributed to the effect of the programme. 

The experimental period of eight weeks is too short for any 

substantial growth to occur. Therefore, any improvement in 

sitting height must be due to the exercise programme. 

8e~ondly, the subjects' motivation when being re-evaluated 

could have been higher dUE! to the positive physchol'ogical 

impact of the programma. If the subject does not sit 100 

percent erect it will definitely negatively effect the true 

reading from one evaluation to the next. In reducing the 

lateral deviation in the spine the distance between Cl and 61 

will increase since the pelvic girdle is fixed and any 

displacement must take place vertically upwards (Fig 37). 

Lateral flexion to the convex, or in most cases the dominant 

side, is negatively influenced by the lateral deviation of the 

1991 ) • In their study they measured 

lateral flexion and rotation. They concluded that non -

scoliotics were a mean of 12.0 cm more flexible than the 

In this study, lateral flexion as well as rotation was 

measured. The rotation valUes were not utatisti~ally 
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scrutinised as the monitoring thereof was too subjective. The 

lateral flexion to the convex side, for the control group, 

deteriorated with a corresponding increase in curve size. The 

group which was subjected to the exercise regime, group nne, 

showed r"esoLll'ld i n~.l impnJvement in fle:dbil.ity. This 

flexibility improvement can be paired with the improvement in 

ctll-ve size. 

Ttlese results support those of Fuller and associates (1991'. 

It can be ~ccepted that lateral flexion, and the ~hange 

an acceptable accurate means by which to 

indirectly monitor the scoliotic curve. As the curve size 

decreases, the lateral flexion increases. 

( 1991 , 

~onclusicn of their study, that, mUltivariate research designs 

to explore new therapies are needed. They stated that, in 

their opinion, muscle imbalancements do cause scoliosis. This 

being true, they suggested that an aggressive physical therapy 

I'e employed to create an unbalanced pull on the vertebrae, 

from the convex side, in an attempt to reduce the curve 

In this study , the program~e employed was individualistic and 

It is evident that this contributed to the 

";Llcc:ess of the study. I<o[~s ·f:1.t.. ..... ~.l (1991), in their l-eview ()f 
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and success,concluded that 

physiotherapy sxercises, applied intensively, are successful. 

These regimes that reported negative results of exercises had 

low method scores. They state, as did Fuller ~:L_tl, (1991), 

that further research is needed in which more attention is 

qiven to the mettlod~;; L"lf thf.~ studies. 

The variables incorporated in this study were intended as a 

means by which to indirectly and quickly monitor the progress 

of the cLIl-ve,· without majol- r adiogl-aphic expenses, as well as 

adapt the programmes. The only dir-ect. 

monitoring of the spine was done by means of radiographs. All 

the variables, except standing height, proved, within 

themselves, t.o be acceptable. However, when comparing the 

variables at day 24 only the degrees and lateral flexion 

proved to be statistically sound monitoring variables. Of the 

tI~e variables, lateral flexion is an indirect monitoring 

V ,'a r" iab Ie. Unfcrtunately~ rib hump, an indirect monitoring 

mpthed, was not incorporated in this study. The r" ib hump 

measurement has been shown to be an acceptable, accurate and 

reliable method for monitoring curve size (Calliet, 1975; 

Due to the extreme pressures on our countries economy, as well 

as being a global problem, medical services which are a 

necessity are becoming an ever increasing luxury. Back pain 
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in its entirety is a high financial and social problem 

(Porter, 1986) • The modalities and regimes employed in 

treatment of, specifically scoliosis patients, are largely 

successful except those regimes which utilise eKer~ise. (White 

and Anderson, 1991). This was a motivating factor in 

conducting this study. The programme used appears to be 

SL\cc:essful. Unfortunately, no follow-up of the patients was 

conducted. When consider" ing tlH!! compar" inq 

physiotherapy and biokinetic treatment to bracing or surgery, 

U"\E~ patient shoL\ld be offewed the opportunity to engage 'in thE~ 

physiotherapy and biokinetic treatment (Table 11). 

It is not suggested that in cases where surgery is 8 

necessity, exercise should take preference. Due to the fact 

that. the PL\l'"pr.JSe (;:)f this study was to evaluate a com-;er"vativ!::! 

method of scoliosis rehabilitation, it is suggested that 

rlur i ng the period of observation of the curve the patient 

s hould engage in an intensively conducted exercise regime. 

l_onc:.3r" ""' Dusek ~~.t.. .. "!i1I,,l, (1991.) follc.1wed a gl-oUp of adolescent 

individuals and monitored them for scoliosis. They concluded 

that of those who developed scoliosis during stages two and 

thr"ee o'f LJn~a~.t development 'for girls, 53.4 Yo of the subjec::t~; 

had in CLIl-ve size .. The pl-esent study 

substantiates this trend with 59.26 Yo of the control group 

displaying deteriorated curves. 
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It i s felt that if the subject engages in a specifically 

structured exercise regime this curve progression could be 

c:. hecked. It seems pointless and counter productive to allow 

implementing any form of treatment. Keim (1982) and Stagnara 

(1988) state that if there is no evidence of progression, 

exercise and follow-up alone is appropriate. 

Ikad 'for"d g!.J,;,,, ... ..9\J, (1987) and Stagnal-a (1988) state in their" wor"k 

that bracing has an 80 X SUccess rate, with a CUr"VE! 

progression of one to two centimetres after brace cessation. 

BraCing with physiotherapy and corrective exercises should, 

firstly, decrease the rehabilitation time, thereby reducing 

the bl- ace Wei,,\l- ing per',iod, and enSLll- e the maint.enanc:e cd thE! 

improvement for a longer period, post brace. Wi nter" ( .I. '7'12) 

treated 94 adolescent patients with thoracic curves (30 - 39 

.) by Milwaukee bracing and exercises. A two year follow-up 

of the patients, after wearing of the brace indicated that 

only 14 X went onto surgery. The average pre-treatment curve 

was 33 0 with a post-treatment curve of 29 0 The CUI- ve at 

follow-up was 31 0 

From this study it would be strongly suggested that an 

intensive exercise regime, which is specifically adapted for 

methods in certain cases. However, this should not be seen as 

i.~ SL.lbst .it. ute whic:h, i.n c:ases, i ". .". 
m~c:essi.ty. 
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11ethcJcls 

Sl..ll-g iea 1 
(ol-thopaecl ic ~ 
sUI-geon assistant, 
anaesthetist, 
l-adiogl-aphs, 
med.i.cation, 
tl~eatel- , bed) 

Br'ac::ing 

Physiother'apy 
(pain tl-eatment) 

Biokinetics 
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I'Ioc!.11 it Y 

Intel-ned 
f i:-eation + 

C.T.L.S.O. 

Mobilisation,ice, 
hot packs, ulb-a, 
sound (exc:: lLlding 
I-adiogl-aphs ) 

Intensive 
cOI'"l-ec::t i ve 
eHel- c:.ises ~ and 
maintenance 
pr"o~F' <:Imme (with 
nHli. (,1 ~J 1- a phs ) 

Costs 

+/- R10 (lOO.OO 

R! 760.00 

+/- R50 t+'00l 

R 1 584.00 

Rl 080.(l0~ 

(Scalea according to tariffs approved by South African Med.i.cal 
and Dental Counc.i.l) 
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idiopathic 
scoliosis 

" x-ray L observe :3-h t,- HO skeletaJ.J.:r YES ~ END 
mnths. mature 

NO ~' 
I, daily sco .L , exercise 

0-20 IYES iprogram (?) YBS exercises 

NO L 
Jbone '" 

scoliosis 
1 age }I2 YES .- >45 YES 

NO NO 

thoracic or , thoracolumbar v o 

dOl.lble 1IB,1or curve or lumbar 
r-l 

ClIne 
pattern I progressillb YES 

NO 

c.t.l.s.o. "modified" , 
c.t.l.s.o. 

+ exercises 
+ exercises modifying 

factors t-

o' re-evaluate 
:3 mnths. • x-ray 6 mnths. 

NO SKe.1.ev-" NO 
IIBture -
leave brace 

n is 
• x-ray + re-examine 

L. 

12 - I8 mnths. 

~ 
FIGURE 38: AN ALGORITHM HELPFUL IN DECISION MAKING FOR 

SCOLIOSIS PATIENTS. 

(Adapted from Keirn, 1982) 
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INFORMED CONSENT FOR RESEARCH EVALUATION 

You will undergo a physical evaluation of the back. X-raye 

'-'li 1. 1 be t,,1ken of yo 1.11- bi~C k tt.1 measure, ac:cur'atel y, conve>: alld 

concave angles of your spine. A Cybex evaluation will b~ 

performed on tt,e hip and back muscles. 

Apart from the Cybex, no major discomfort will be experienced. 

Within the evaluation protocol and rehabilitation exercise 

programme there are no risks. Discomfort may be experienced 

poet exercise due to thru stress and strain on the debilitated 

muscle5. This is e xpected from this type of protocol and 

n~habi 1 i tat.i.on. 

TIH? ev."luat:iC:H1 w.ill. allc)w us to ascEwt.'!I.i" exal:tJ.y 

what: and where your problem is. 

By madns of t he rehabilitation programme it will be 

attempted to rehabilitate your problem and alleviate 

daily pain and discomfort. 
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Any questions about the procedures used in the evaluation Dr 

rehabilitation programme are encouraged. If you have any 

doubts 01- quest.ions~ pleas[~ .;.15k me at any time for fur-thpr" 

f-'XP lanations. 

Your decision t.o perform this evaluation and rehabilitation 

protocol is voluntary. You may deny consent or withdraw at 

any time if you so desire. 

1 haVE! I-ead this fOl-m ,'l.nd undel-stand the risks, disc:omfol-ts 

and benefits of the protocol. 

I consent to participate in this test. 

".,,".·"· ..... 11 ••••••••••••• 
II " II II " " " " " II " " " II " " " " II II II " " " " " 

DATE SIGNATURE OF SUBJECT 

•• n .................... IIII .. . 

SIGNATURE OF PARENTI 

GUARDIAN 
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f~cJltioTl, 1986. 
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_._--------------------
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American College of Sports Medicine, 3rd 
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PHYSICAL EVALUATION 

Name Aqe: 

Tel. 

Physician Date: 

Domin,mt side f:':.i.qht = [ J L.eft: r. J 

Hist.:c.lI-y 

Bt.i .. f·fnes~!; 

Numbness of Paraesthesia I 

Ot her" s ymp toms 

History of main problem 

8i t:. f.:1 

Duration 

Frequency (days/weeks) 

Bever"ity (:-:/10) 

Aggravating factors 
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Past history of spinal injury I 

SECTION B 

a. Leg Length umbilicus (cm) 

iliac (cm) 

b. 

f.il.lbscr.~pu 1. ar' (cm) 

Right 

Standing iliocristal (cm) 

c. Height standing (cm) 

Seated (c.:m) 

d. Forward Bending Test (LlR) (vel-tebr ae) 

Scoliosis: 

Thoracic:: 

Range of motion: (em) Right 

FIEHtion 

Ewt:ensir.:In 

Left 

(em) 

Left 

Right rot.tion: normal/intermediate/abnormal 

Left rotation: normal/intermediate/abnormal 

Right la.teral 'fIeldon: (begin - end) 

Le'ft latel-a.l 'fIEnd-on: (begin - end) 



 
 
 ", 

f. Muscle Atrophy (where 7) 

Muscle Hypertrophy (where?) 

11usc Ie Balmlr.:e 

SECTION C 

Right Leg (cm) Left Leg (cm) 

g. Sit and reach test 

(LlR) (Vertebrae) 

h. X-Rays report 

Right Left 

1. Cybe:·: Average R.O.M.(deg): 

FIe H ion ( Nm ) 

E:·:t.e!nsion (Nm): 

Flexion/Extension (X)I 

Summal-YI 
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